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INTRODUCTION 
This supplement contains information about the two main computer pro- 
grams (Langley computer program A0313, loading program, and Langley com- 
puter program A0457, mean camber program) used to  obtain the results pre- 
sented in NASA Technical Note D-4427 along with two supplementary pro- 
grams (Langley computer program A1590, aspect ratio program, and Langley 
computer program A1591, pivot determining program) used in obtaining input 
data for them. 
In part I of this supplement, the input and some output variables for each 
of the two main programs (A0313 and A0457) are presented and pertinent com- 
ments made. Further, sample listings of input and output data are shown and 
the entire computer program listings provided. 
In part II of this supplement, a discussion of the two supplementary pro- 
grams (A1590 and A1591) is presented with a list of input data required, and 





Figure 1.- General planform for which lifting surface program is applicable. The x means that in the listing of geometry data the 
x- and y-locations of these points are found by dividing by the ratio of initial to final outer panel semispan. 
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I. MAIN PROGRAMS (A0313 AND A0457) 
LOAD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM A0313 
Symbols for Input Data 







(overall area excludes the rhombus containing b2 overall area 
chord-extension) 
leading-edge inboard sweep, positive for sweepback, degreet 
leading-edge outboard sweep, positive for sweepback, 
trailing-edge inboard sweep, positive for sweepback, 
leading-edge break (distance from plane of symmetry to 
trailing-edge break (distance from plane of symmetry to 
degrees 
degrees 
leading-edge break divided by semispan) 
trailing-edge break divided by semispan) 
Tip stream- 
wise at 
DELT = 0 
Second card format: 6F12.5: 
Tip stream- 
wise at 1 DELT = 0 (root chord excludes chord-extension) 
change in the variable-sweep wing outer-panel sweep angle, 
positive if wing is swept rearward (zero for fixed wings), 
degrees 
x-location of the pivot point from the half root chord divided 
by the semispan when the tip is streamwise, includes the 
effect of the chord-extension 
divided by the semispan 
intersection with the plane of symmetry to the rhombus 
trailing edge divided by semispan) - if chord-extension 
is not 0, use only AJTEST = 2; however, if chord- 
extension is 0, values of AJTEST of 1 or 2 may be used 
(see fig. 1) 
Mach number, must be less than 1 and should in practice be 
kept less than 0.9 
tip chord 








(k) CHDEXT chord-extension\ (distance from rhombus leading-edge 
y-location of the pivot point from the plane of symmetry 
(1) MACH 
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(m) CASE case number 
(n) SYM symmetry code for loadings - if code is 1, the loadings a r e  symmet- 
rical about the plane of symmetry; if code is 2, the loadings a r e  
antisymmetrical 
number of chordwise pressure modes and chordwise control points 
( a  maximum number of 10 can be used) 
number of spanwise stations on a panel where the chordwise pressure 
modes are specified to act, includes the station at the plane of symmetry 
(a maximum number of 21 can be used); an equation which can be used 
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Maximum combination value of CSTA and SSSTA a re  given in the following 
table: 
(9) AJTEST if AJTEST = 1, the reference chord and reference area will be based on 
'the total wing planform; if AJTEST = 2, the reference area and reference 
chord will be based on a wing planform which is determined by extending 
the leading and trailing edge of the outboard panel to the plane of sym- 
metry; if AJTEST = 2 and a variable-sweep wing is used with DELT 
other than 0, the reference wing will be obtained from that outboard panel 
when DELT is 0; note that b T E S T  is not chosen indiscriminately, but 
should be chosen in connection with the value of the chord-extension as 
discussed earlier 
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(r) CLDESG desired lift coefficient at which the local loadings a r e  to be calculated 
(s) TWADCM twist and camber code - set equal to 0 if the wing is flat and equal to 1 if 
the wing is warped; if set equal to 1, the local slopes of the control points 
when the root is at an angle of attack of 0 must be provided as input data; 
they a r e  to be determined in the following manner: 
+ %vist 
due to camber 
and become the program terms CONST(JK,2); these terms, each of which 
is associated with a control point, a re  read in along each constant (x/c) 
row of control points starting nearest the leading edge and from root to 
right wing tip; the format for these numbers is 8F9.5 
MEAN CAMBER SURFACE PROGRAM A0457 
The geometric input data for this program is the same as for the program A0313 
except that the items AJTEST, CLDESG, and TWADCM a r e  not used. The coefficients of 
the chordal loading function QP(J,N) are read in after the geometry items for each chord- 
wise pressure mode (starting with the cot # and ending with sin(CSTA - 1)9) from the 
plane of symmetry to the right wing tip. The format for QP(J,N) is 8F9.5. 
COMMENTS ON INPUTS FOR PROGRAMS A0313 AND A0457 
The input data a re  based on the planform in a streamwise tip position with no inboard 
trailing-edge chord-extension. If the planform is of a fixed wing with unbroken leading 
and trailing edges and a skewed tip, in order to use these programs it is necessary to 
(a) determine its aspect ratio, (b) use the pivot program to find a pivot location for which 
in a lower sweep position the tip will be streamwise, and (c) put the required geometric 
input data in with DELT set equal to the tip skew angle. This will result in the original 
fixed wing. 
A variable-sweep wing with trailing-edge chord-extension may with increasing 
sweep angle completely cover up the extension and intersect the fixed portion of the 
trailing edge, inboard of the chord-extension. If this is foreseen before that case is run, 
compute another wing for input whose aspect ratio and trailing-edge break are found by 
extending (spanwise) the fixed inboard trailing edge until it intersects the trailing edge 
of the outboard panel when the tip is streamwise. This new wing will therefore have 
no trailing-edge chord-extension, a different area, aspect ratio, and trailing-edge break 
value. 
DEFINITIONS AND COMMENTS ON OUTPUT LISTINGS 
Some of the items of the output listings are not fully self-explanatory; therefore 
they are defined here. Also, some general comments are included where necessary. 
Geometry data: 
Perimeter points see figure 1 
X LE REF 
Aerodynamic data (for A0313): 
CDI/CLA*% 
CDII/CLA*% 
location of the leading edge of the reference chord 
with respect to the overall half root chord 
due to additional loading only 
this has a sweep correction presented by Garner 
(ref. 13 of TN), also due to additional loading only 
LOCAL CIRCU Y = (T) 
a=l rad 
SPAN LOAD ADD 
BASIC LOADNO LIFT (3 basic 
SPAN LOAD TOTAL AT CLDESG 
at CL,desired 
The terms CENTER/PRESS-ADD, BASIC, and TOTAL refer to the chordwise loca- 
tion of the centroid of the various combinations of pressure loadings from the half root 
chord; the terms LOCAL/A.C.-ADD, BASIC, and TOTAL, which are obtained from the 
CENTER/PRESS terms, represent the distance from the centroid of the loadings to the 
local leading edge divided by the local chord and are listed in fractions of the local chord. 
Note that the local chords used are based on the "rounded" planform whose half-chords 
are given in the aerodynamic section of the listing of program answers. 
COMMENTS ON AERODYNAMIC DATA FOR PROGRAM A0313 
For variable-sweep wings, if the reference dimensions are taken to be those of the 
outer panel extended to the root, they are scaled internally to be in the same proportions 
to the TJving in its new sweep position when divided by its new semispan as it was before 
the sweep change was made. These dimensions are used internally as scaled quantities, 
but are listed out in terms of the wing when the tip was  streamwise. This means that the 
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overall coefficients presented a re  based on the reference dimensions as listed, and 
the aerodynamic center is scaled appropriately so that it may be used directly with 
aerodynamic-center values at other sweep positions in forming plots of aerodynamic 
center as a function of sweep angle. However, if one desires to compute C, from the 
chordwise location of the center of pressure, the reference chord value listed out and the 
moment reference point must be divided by the ratio of new-to-old semispan to bring the 
necessary quantities to the same scaling. Also, if one wants to compute the span load 
coefficient from the chord loading, the reference area must be divided by the square of 
the ratio of the two semispans when used in conjunction with the given lift coefficient as 
shown in the following equation: 
= 2(chord l o a d ) y = o r  
CLcav CLSref b ~ = ?  
COMMENT FOR THE MEAN CAMBER SURFACE DATA OF PROGRAM A0457 
Note that the z/c terms in program A0457 contain the effects not only of camber 
but also twist and angle of attack. 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FOR POSSIBLE USE OF PROGRAM A0313 
Program A0313 can also be used to find the stability derivatives Cz and Cmq. 
P 
To find Clp: 
(a) Set SYM= 2. and TWADCM=O. 
(b) Replace DO 2 J K  = 1, JKMAX 
With DO 2 J K  = 1, JKMAX, 8 
2 CONST(JK,l) = 4.0 
2 READ (5,515) CONST(JK,l), CONST(JK+l,l), . . . CONST(JK+7,1) 
(c) Read in four times the linear twist in radians. This twist distribution is chosen 
to represent the variation of local angle of attack across the wing span which 
occurs due to a rolling'velocity. A positive normal velocity is attained when 
the right wing tip is rolling up. 
(d) Take the number that appears at CROLL and divide by the rolling rate specified 
in terms of radians/second. The resulting number is 
To find Cmq: 
(a) Set SYM = 1.0. and TWADCM = 0. 
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P' (b) Same as in (b) for Cz 
(c) Read in four times the linear camber in radians. This camber distribution is 
chosen to represent the variation in local angle of attack acr 
chord which occurs due to a pitching velocity. A positive normal velocity is 
attained when the nose is pitching up and a zero normal velocity occurs at 
either the center of gravity or E/4, whichever is selected for the wing to pitch 
about. 
in terms of radians/second and multiply by (2/CREF). The resulting number 
is (-Cmq). 
(d) Take the number that appears at CMA and divide by the pitching rate specified 
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PROGRAM L I F S U R F  (INPUT,UUJPUTpTAPE5=IN~UT1TAPE6=OUTPUT) 
C M O D I F I E D  L I F T I N G  SURFACE THEORY 
C FOR VAR I A U L E  SHEEP PLANFORMS 
C 
C 
DIMENSION Y t,41) r E T A ( 4 1 )  ~ C ( 4 1 )  r D (  4 1 )  98441) 9 I P l v o  (100) rSUML(  loot 100) 
f r P H i ( l 0 )  9VE (41) *CONST( 10092) r U f (  10) V A L (  1 0 ~ 4 1 ) r S A ( 4 1  r 4 L )  r Q ( l O 1 4 1 )  T Q  
2 T i  10941) rCHDLi3( 41) T CHDLDT(41)  rCHDLTO( 41 1 r C L L ( 4 f )  r G L B ( 4 1 )  r C L L T O T ( 4 1  
3 1 ,GAMMA t 41 1 ,GAMMAT( 41 1 9GAMTMAI 41 1 9 AMU 14 1 1 TAMUT ( 41 1, AMUTOT 44 1) P Z I CP 
4141 1 p Z I  CTP( 41 1 r Z I C T P T ( 4 1 )  ~ S L C 4 4 1 1  ,BLOT( 41 ) ~ 6 S P L 0 1 ( 4 1 )  $TAM( 10) 9 JJJ(  
510) 9 INDEX 110092 1 T A L P H A I  (41) 
REAL 
EXTERNAL 
MACH 9 1  OAC ( 4 11 LQACTU ( 4 1 I ,LOACT (41) 
FSFT19  FOFT2r  F O F T J t  FOFT4,FOFTSr FUf TS t F U f  T 7 r  FUf  Tt3iFOF T ~ T  FOF 
l T l O  
COMMON XSUB TYSUBIETASUB ~ C S U B Y  OSUa 
500 F O R M A T l b f l 2 . 5 )  
501 FOKMATI l H l r  53x1 1JHGEUMETRY DATA/ / / )  
502 F n R M A l 1 1 H l , 5 7 X , 1 6 H A E ~ U ~ Y ~ A M I ~  D A T A / / / )  
503 FOKMAtr  50x9 5HXZPP=rF9-5 9 5 x 9  5HY2PP=rF9o5')  
504 F O R M A T ( ~ ~ X ~ ~ H X ~ M P = T F ~ * ~ . ~ X , ~ ~ Y ~ N P = , F ~ . ~  
505 F O R M A T ~ ~ ~ X , ~ H ~ ~ P P = , F ~ . S ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Y ~ P P = T F ~ * ~  1 
506 FORMAT(50X,5HX5PP=,F9.595X,5HY5PP=',F9*5) 
507 FORMAT( ~ O X , ~ H X ~ N P = ~ F ~ - ~ , ~ X * ~ H Y ~ N P = T F ~ . ~ )  
508 F!JRMAT(50X,5HX7PP=rF9.5,5X15HY7PP=,F9.S) 
509 FORMAT440XL2HCASE N U M ~ E R = ~ F ~ . O T ~ X . ~ Q H S Y M M E T R Y  COOE=9FS*O95X, l2HMAC 
1 H  NUMSER=rF9,5) 
510 FORMAT( LVO) 
511 FDRMATI 1x11 2rlOF9-5 s l O X 9 2 F 9 e 5 )  
5 12 FORMAT ( 1 4 X  9 3HAOOp6X 9 5HBAS I C  T 4X5HJOT AL r 4 X  9 3HADDe 6 X  9 5HBASI  C 9 4 X  T SHT 
L I F T  9 2 X  v5HTU l O T A L  9 4 X  9 3HAD0e6X,5HBASI C 94x9 5HTUTALr  5X , 3HADD 9 5  XI 7HNO 
2TAL  1 
513 FBRMATl23Xt7HNO LIFT, lX,9HAT CLDESG,lOXn7HNO L I F T p l X t 9 H A T  C L O E S G t l  
10Xp7HNO L I F T 9 1 X T g H A T  CLDESG918X,9HAT CLDESG) 
~YMMETRICALTOTHER THAN 1, I T  IS ANTISYMMETRICAL) 
5x4 F O R M A T f 1 5 X q 9 7 H I F  SYMMETRY COD€ I S  EQUAL TO LTTHE SPAN LUADING I S  S 
515 FORMAT48FY.5) 
516 FORMAT(55X,42HCHOROA1 LOAD FACTORSTQ,FOR ADDIT IONAL LOAD)  
517 F O R M A T ( l X 4 H S P A ~ 2 X ~ 4 H 2 Y / 8 3 X , ~ H C ~ O ~ D , 4 X ~ 5 H C H ~ R D ~ 4 X ~ 5 H ~ H U ~ ~ ~ 4 X , 6 H C E ~ T  
3 X  9 6 HCENTER, 3 X  9 6  HCENT ER 9 3 X  9 SHLOC AL 94 X 9 5HLOCA L r 4 X  9 5HLOCAL 9 5 X14HS 1 ER 
2PAN 9 4 X  9 5HBA S I C 9 4 X r4HSPAN 1 
518 FORMAT ( l X 9 4 H S T A e  99X,4HLOAD, 5 X  94HCOAD9 5 X  T~HCOADI SX95HPRESS 94X95HPRE 
~ S S , ~ X , ~ H P R E S S T ~ X T ~ H A . C . ~ ~ X ~ ~ H A - ~ . ~ ~ ~ T ~ H A - ~ ~ , ~ X ~ ~ H ~ O A ~ , ~ X T ~ H ~ O A ~ ~ ~ X  
16 
2 r4HLOAD) 
519 FORMAT1 26x9 4HSPAN) 
520 FORMAT ( 1 X ,4HSPAN2X, 4H2Y/83X 5HLOCAL 94x9 5HLOCAL 4x9 SHLOC AL r4XvSHLDC 
1 AL 4 X  1 '5 HLnC AL t 4 X 9 5H LOCAL 9 4X 9 5HLUC AL 9 4 X  I 5 HLOCAL 9 4 X  9 SHLOC AL 9 L 4 X  9 5HFO 
26AL4Xv  5HLUCAC 1 
5 X  9 4H.L 
1 I F T  ,5X9 4HL l  F TI 5 X 9 5 H P I  TCH 9 4 x 9  SHPITCH *4X9 5HPI  TCH, 14x9 4HHALF I 5XgbHLOC 
522 FORMAT(  30Xf3HASPECT RATIO=, F 9 - 5 9 5 X 9  14HPLANFORN AREA=,F9sSrSX9 14HAV 
1 EKAGE CIiOKI)=,F9 5 / /  LOX2 lHMEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD=, F9 i. 5 9 5 x 9  59HX L O C A T I  
20N OF 
5 2 1  FORMAT 1 t X 9 4 HSTA , 9 X  9 5HC I RCU ,4X 9 5HC I RCUI 4 X  9 5MC I R C U  9 4x1 4HLI F T  
2ATN 1 
JHt L E A D I N G  EDGE OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC C b H O R O = t f 9 - 5 /  30X39HY 
. 3 L O C A T I f l N  OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORO=rF9.5//) ' 
523 FORMAT4 ///50X,60HCNORRAL L O A 0  FACT~&SIQTIFOR T H E  LOAD DUE TO TWIST 
CHORD= 9F9- 51 5x9 15HFORE W IN 
1 G C HORO= 9F9 -5 r5 X9 20 HOVERALL TAPER RAT IO= 9F9 * 5/ / 45x1 1HY L E  BREAK=tF 
2 9 * 5 , 5 X , l l H Y  T E  OREAK=,FY*5//25X17HX P I V O T  LOCATION=,F9*5,5Xl?HY P I  
3 V O T  L O C A T I O N = ~ F 9 . S ~ 5 X ~ l 7 H Z  P I V O T  LOCATIUN=rF9.!5//55X, 19HTE CHORD € 
4 X i E  %S I ON= 7 F 9 5 1 
1 AhJD CAMdER.) 
524 FORMAT( 1 5 x 1  11HROC)T CHORD= rF9 -5  p 5 X  9 1 OHTI  P 
525 FORVAT( 5F6- OvF6.2 rFb-0 )  
5 2 6  FURMAT( / / / / 40X59HLOCATION OF PERIMETER P O I N T S  FOR THE PLANFORM USE 
1D A S  INPUT)  
1 OF STATIOYS SPANWISE ON A PANEL WHERE PRESSURE MODES ARE DEFINED= 
5 2 7  FOKMAT(//5X35HNUMBEK OF CHORDWISE PRESSURE MODES=,F5-0,5X72HNUMBER 
29F5.01 
528 FORMAT( 5X*41HCHORDWISE LOCATION OF CENTER OF PRESSURE=rF9*5,5X160H 
1AeCe I N  FRACTION OF CREF MEASURED FROM L E A D I N G  EDGE OF C R E F = r F 9 * 5 /  
26X,40HSPANWISE LOCATION DF CENTER OF PRESSURE=rF9*5)  
529 FORMAT[  50x1 9HX lPP= OeLOX,9HYlPP= 0- 1 
530 FDRMAT(57X, 12HCASE NUMRER=*F6.0) 
531 F I I K M A T (  10x9 1 5 H C l A  P E R  DEGREE=rF9s5,5X,lSHCMA PER D € G R € € = 9 F 9 * 5 ~ 5 X t l  
I lHCDI /CLA*+  2=9F9,59 5x1 12HCD I I /CLA**Z=rF9.5/ / / )  
532  FORMAT(52X,7HXl= O * p l O X ~ 7 H Y l =  0.1 
533 F C l K Y A T I 1 X ~ I 2 ~ 4 F 9 ~ 5 ~ F 8 . 5 r E 1 1 . 3 r f S 1 5 r F 7 ~ 5 ~ E l L ~ 3 ~ 4 F 9 ~ 5 ~  
534 FURNAT(26X, 1472X11OF9.5) 
535 FOI IMAT~ 52x9 3HXZ=,F9.4,5X,3HY2=,F9e5 1 
5 3 6  FORMAT ( 52x1 3HX3=r F 9  -5, 5x9 3HY 3 = r  F3 -5 1 
537 FORMAT( 52x9 3HX4=9F9-5,5X, 3HY4=9F9-5  1 
538 FO&MAT( 14x9 3HADD,bX 9 5HYASfC 94X95HTOTAL9 ~ X ~ S H C O E F F T ~ X ~ S H C O E F F , ~ X  t 5 H  
LCOEFF r 3 X  t dHCOEf  F9 L E  9 LX, 8HCUEFF,LEp 1 XI 8HCOEFFrLE J f 2 X  r5HCHORD 9 4 x 9  SHM 
STR-,5X, 1415x9 1495x9 1495x9 1495x1 1 4 1 5 X ~  1495x9 I 4 9 5 X 1 1 4 ~  
2 IOC HD 1 
539 FORMAT( 2 5 X 5 H  
15x1 I 4 , 5 X 1 1 4 )  
17 
540 'FORMATI50X- ,5HX6AP=tF9-5 ,5X~5HY6AP=,F9~5 1 
541 FORMAT( 5X7HREF AR=s F9.5 r 2 X t  l 4 H R E F  AREA, SHEf=rF9,5,2X, l7HMOMENT REF 
5 4 2  FORMAT ( 31x1 I HN 9 6 X  92 HLS t 9 X  4H2Y/RfOX 3HX /C,7X 8HDELTA CP I 5 x 9  8HDELTA 
1 CP5X98HDEL T A  CP/76 Xp3HADi3, 9Xv5HdAS I C  9 8 x 9  5tiTOTAL/87X,7HNO L I F T 1  5x9  
1 PO I NT= 9 F 9  5 2 X  15HR EF CHORD ,CREF= 9 F 9  5 ,  2x9 YHX L E  REF=,F 9 5 1 
29HAT CLOESG) 
5 4 3  F f l R M A T 1 2 8 X t I 4 , 3 X , 1 4 r 6 X ~ F 9 , 5 r 4 X , f 9 * 5 , 4 X , F 9 * 5 , 4 X t F ~ 9 5 ~  
544 FURMATIZE15.8) 
545 FORMAT(52Xr3HX5=rF9.5r5X13HY5=rF9.5 1 
5 4 6  FORMAT4 2 X  r%HCLA=rF9  * 5 ,  2 X  ,4HCMA=rF9.5,2X 7 6HCROLLzr F 9  9 5 9 3 x 9  20HCL I TW I 
1ST AN0 CAYBER=,F9*5 ,2X,20HCMtTWIST AND CAMBER=rF9*5 t2X*  LUHCLsDESIG 
2N=t  F 9 - 5  3 
547 FORMAT(23Xt  7HiJO L I F T ,  l X t 9 H A T  CLDESGt 1x1 ~ H A D D ~ ~ X , ~ H B A S I C I ~ X ~ ~ H T ~ T ~ L  
1,4X t 3HADDr6 XI 5HBASIC t 4 X t 5 t i T O T A L / 5 0 X  r7HNO L I F T , l X 1 9 H A T  CLDESG, 10x17 
2HNO L I F T t  1 X  99HAT CLDESG 1 
548 FORMAT( 5X 92 3HLE INSDARD SWEEP ANGLE=, F 9  - 5  95x9 32HLE I N I T I A L  OUTBOAR 
10 SWEEP ANGLE-, F9.5 t 5 X t 3 0 H L E  F I N A L  UUTBOARD SWEEP A N G L E = r F 9 - 5 / 5 X t  
223HTE INBOARD SWEEP ANGtE=,F9*5,5Xt 32HTE I N I T I A L  OUTBUARD SWEEP AN 
3GLE=rF9  e 5 r 5 X 9 3 0 H T E  F I N A L  OUTBUAKD SWEEP ANGLE=, F9 . 5 / / 5 X 9 4 0  
4HCHANGE I N  OUTER PANEL SWEEP A N G L E , D E L T A = ~ f 9 . 5 , 4 X , 2 6 H P I V O T  CANT AN 
5GLE I N  P I T C H = r F 3 * 0 t 4 X , 2 5 H P I V O T  CANT ANGLE I N  K O L t = , F 3 * 0 / / )  
5 4 9  FORMAT [ 5 1x9 4HX6A=, FY 5,4X,4HY6A= 9F9.5 1 
550 F ~ R M A T ( 5 2 X 1 3 H X 6 = , F 9 . 5 , ~ X , 3 H Y 6 = t F 9 . 5 )  
5 5 1  FORMAftZX,122HTDTAL WING PLANFORMIMEAN GEOMETRIC CHOKO AND I T S  LOC 
LATION ARE I N V A L I D  I F  THE PLANFORM HAS A T R A I L I N G  EDGE CHORD EXTENS 
2 I flN 3 / // 1 
552 FORMAT( / / / /55XtZOHREFERENCE DIMENSIONS/ / )  
553 FORMAT( / / / 3 3 X t 7 2 H L O C A T I O N  OF PERIMETER POINTS FOR PLANFORM TO BE U 
l S E D  I N  THE CO#PUTATIONS/43X,57HWHEN NCJNDTMENSIONALI ZED BY THE SEMI 
ZSPAN R A T I O  G I V E N  ABOVE) 
554 FORMAT4 / / 5 0 X t 2 6 H F O R  THE ADDIT IONAL LOAOING) 
5 5 5  FQRMATI40Xt57HWHERE THE O R I G I N  IS A T  TAE HALF K J O T  CHORDtPOSITIVE 
556 
5 5 7  f O K M A T ( 4 E l 6 . 8 )  
5 5 8  FORMAT( 25x9 33Ht SEMI SPAN AT F I N A L  OUTBOAKL) SWEEP r 3 7 H I S E M I S P A N  AT I N  
5 5 9  FORMAT(lOXe31YANGLE FOR ZERO L I F T t A L P H A  ZERU=rF9,5,15X,44HPITCHING 
1 WOMEMT COEFF, AT ZERO L I F T V C M  LERO=rF9.5/ '30Xt53HROOT BENDING MOM€ 
2NT COEFFIC IENT A T  ZERO LIFTqCBMKOOT=,F9.51 
1 X  A F T / / )  
FORMAT4 5 2 x 9  3HX7=,F9.5,5Xp 3 H Y 7 r r F 9 - 5  1 
1 l T I A L  OUTdOAKD SWEEP)=pF9g5)  
C 























I F  THE WING DOES NOT HAVE A L E A D i N G  EDGE BREAK SET BZRAT AND C H I  
EQUAL T O  Z E R O  
I F  THE WIhG DOES NOT HAVE T R A I L I N G  EDGE BRgAK SET B2RAT AND P S I  
EQUAL T O  ZERO 
I F  THE WING DUES NOT HAVE A V A R I A B L E  SWEEP OUTER PANEL SET DEL19 
XP AND YP EQUAL TO ZERO 
IF T H E  SPAN LOADING I S  TO B E  SYMMEJHICAL SET THE SYM CODE EQUAL TO 
ONE, I F  ANTISYMMETRICAL SET TNE SYM COOE EQUAL TO TWO 
i f  THE WING HAS A T R A I L I N G  CHORD EXTENSION SET AJTEST E W A l  TO 
TWO. T H I S  PIILL dASE A L L  O f  THE AERODYNAMIC COEFFIC IENTS ON THE 
PLANFORM OF THE OUTER PANEL EXTENDEI) TO THE ROOT 
C 
C SET CLDESG EQUAL TO ONE UNLESS A PARTICULAR VALUE OF THE LIFT 
C COEFFICIENT WOULD B E  USEFUL I N  SCALING THE LOADING D I S T R I B U T I O N  
C 
C 
C I F  T H t  WING HAS TWIST AND/OR CAMBER SET THE TWADCM CODE EQUAL TO 




1 READ(5,500)  A R t  CHI 9 ALAMDTPS I rS1RA.Tg BZRAT 
5 R E A 0 1 5 q 5 0 0 )  TAPERrOELT,XP,YP,CHDEXT ,MACH 
I F (  E O F v 5 )  1015 
REA01 59 525) CASEvSYM,CSTAv SSSTA, AJTEST TCLDESGI TWADCM 
L 
c 








YMI N=l. 0 
YMAX=lo G 





I SY M=SY M 
JMA X=CST A 
I SS ST=SSSTA 
NMA X=2+ I SSS T-1 
N N I  I = I S S S T + l  
JKMAX=JMAX*ISSST 




AL AMD=AL AMD/ RAD 
P S I = P S I  /RAD 
DELTA=UELT/RAD 
SI GMA=S I GM/ h A D  
TANC=TAN{CHI)  
TANL=TAN( A t  AM01 
TANP=TAN ( P S  I 1 
61 = 81 RA T*  80 
32=62RAT*BO 
C 
BETA=SQRTI 1 *-MACH+*2) 
C 
C 
RHO= RHH K^AO 
TANDE=TAN(P I / 2 *  +DELTA 1 
C R =  BO* ( 4 e /A K-d 2 RAT* T AN P- T ANC * ( B 1 RAT f { 8 1 R AT- B2R A T- 1 1 f - T A NL * 
1 I l3 lRAT*  [ 8 2 R A T - B l K A T + 1 * ) - ~ 2 R A T  1 )  *( 1. / (  82 i tAT*  ( 1--TAPER ) + I  l .+TAPtH 1 1 
OYEGA=ATAN 4 (le/[ 1 , - 8 2 R A T ) ) + [  (TAPER-1.) + t G K / B B ) + B l R A T * (  TANC-TANLI 
1-82 RAT* T ANP +T ANL 1 1 









Z2= u 00 
X3=-CR/Z.+S l*TANC 
Y3=HL 




X5=CR/2. +R2* I TANP-TAN0 + BO*TANU-CHDEXT 
YS=RO 
Z5=0.00 








Z 7 ~ 0 -  00 
X2P P=X2 
Y2YP=Y2 
z 2 I' P= 22 
X6A P= X6 A 
Yh A P=Y 6 A 
Z6AP=Z6 A 
x 7PP=X7 
Z7PP=Z l  
IF(DELTA.Ed.0.) GO TO 360 
X ~ P P ~ X P + ( X 3 - X P l ~ C O S ( S I G M A ) * C O S ( D E L T A t + ( Y 3 - Y P ~ + ~ O S ~ ~ H O ~ * S I N ~ D E ~ T ~ ~  
Y 3 ? P ~ Y P - ~ X 3 - X P ~ * C O S l S I G M A 1 * S I N ( D E L T A ~ + ~ Y 3 - Y P ~ * C O S ~ R H O ~ ~ C O S ~ D E L T A ~  
Z3P P=( X 3-XP 1 *SI N I SIGMA 1 *COS t RHO I -  4 Y 3- YP * S  I N(. RHO 1 
X4P P= XP + ( XI*-XP 1 *COS t 5 I G  M A 1 *COS ( DEL T A 1 + ( Y4-Y P 1 *COS [ RHO 1 * 5 I N  ( DELTA 1 
Y4P P=YP-t X4-XP) *COS I S I G Y A  1 * S I N  ( D E L 1  A )  +( Y4-YP 1 *COS RHO *COS ( DELTA 1 
Z4P P=( X4- XP 1 *SI M 1 SI GMA 1 *Cas ( RHD 1 - ( Y4-YP 1 * S I N  RHO) 
Y rpP=y? 
1 + ~ Z 3 - Z P ~ ~ ~ C O S ~ S I G M A ~ ~ S I N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * S i N ~ D E L T A ~ - S I N ~ S I G ~ ~ ~ * ~ O S ~ R H O ~ 1  
l+ (  Z 3 - L P  1 * ( C O S  I S  I G M A  1 * S I N  (RHO) *COS[ OELT A )  + S I N  ( S  IGMA 1 * S I N (  DELTA 1 1 
1+( L 3 - Z P  1 *COS ( S  I GNA) +CDS i R H O  )+ZP 
1+ I Z4-ZP 1 * ( COS t S IGMA 1 *SI N[ RHO * S  I N  DELTA ) -SIN{  S IGMA 1 *COS (RHO J 1 
1+(  Z 4 - Z P  1 *c(COSt S IGMA )*  S I N (  RHO )*COSI D E L T A )  +S IN4 S IGMA ) *SIN1 DELTA 1 1 
l+IZ4-ZP)*COS1SIGWA)*COS[RHO)+ZP 
21 
XSPP=XP+ (XS-XP) *COS I SIGMAI*COS(DELTA)+[ Y5-YP )*COS(RHO)*S IN (  DELTA)  
YSPP=YP-1XS-XP) *COS i S IGMA )*SIN1 DELT A f  + 4  Y5-YP 1 *COS (RHO)*COS( DELTA) 
Z5PP=( X5-XP 1 *S 1 N S I GMA 1 *COS ( RHO ) - I  Y 5-YP 1 *SI N I  RHO) 
X 6 P P = X P + ( X 6 - X P ~ + C O S 1 S I G M A ) * G D S [ D E L f A ) + ( Y 6 - Y P ~ ~ C ~ S ( R H O ~ * S I N ~ D E L T A ~  
Y6P P=YP-( X6-XP 1 *COS i S IGMA 1 + S I N  4 DELTA)  +( Y6-Y P 1 *COS (RHO) *COS 4 DELTA 1 
Z 6 P P = ( X 6 - X P ) * S I N ( S I G M A ) * C O S o - ( Y 6 - Y P ) ~ S I N ( ~ H O )  
1 + t  ZS-ZP 1 * (COS I S I GMA 1 + S I  NI: Rt-10 1 *SI N t  DEL TA 1 -SIN I S I G M A  1 *COS ( RHO 1 1 
l-+( Z 5-ZP 1 *(COS i SIGMA 1 + S I N  I RHO 1 *COS( DELTA)  +SIN ( S IGNA )*SIN( DELTA 1 1 
l + I Z 5 - Z P ) * C O S t S I G M A ) * C O S ( R H O ) + L P  
1 + 4 Z 6-ZP 1 * (COS ( S I GMA 1 * S  I N 4 RHO 1 *S I N 4 DELTA 1 - S I N  ( S I GMA 1 *COS f RHO 1 1 
1+( Z6-ZP 1 *(COS( S IGMA )* S 1 N (RHO) +COS( DELTA 1 +S IN I S IGMA 1 * S I N (  DELTA i 1 
l+(Z6-ZP)*COSfSIGMA)*COS~RHO1+ZP 
I F (  (Y3-Y2PP)  e E Q - 0 , )  GO TO 208 
A2PP=(X3 - X 2 P P i / ( Y 3  -Y2PP)  
GO TO 209 
208 A2PP=O. 
209 IF((Y6-Y7PP).EQIOI) GO TO 210 
A6PP=[ X 6  - X7PP 1 / ( Y  6 - Y  7PP 1 
GO TO 2-11 
210 A6PP-0. 
2 1 1  I f 1  IY4PP-Y3PP l -EQ-O* )  GO TO 2 1 2  
A3PP=(X4PP-X3PP) / (Y4PP-Y3PP) 
GO TO 213 
212 A3PP=O* 
213 I F (  IYSPP-Y6PPLEQ-O, )  GO TO 214 
A5PP=( X5P-P-XbPPI / ( Y  fSPP-Y6PP) 
GO T O  215  
214 ASPP=Oe 
215 IF( ( ( X 3 - X 2 P P ) * * 2 + ( Y 3 - Y 2 P P ~ ~ ~ 2 1 . ~ ~ . 0 o )  GO TO 216 
G 2 P P z I Z 3  - 2 2 P P I / ( ( X 3  -XZPP)* *2+ IY3  -Y2PP)**2)*+.5 
GO TO 217 
216 G2PP=O* 
217 IF4 ( I X 7 P P - X 6 ) * * 2 + I Y 7 P P - Y 6 ) * * 2 ) - E ~ - O - ~  GO r0 218 
G6PP= ( Z 6  - Z7PP 1 / [ X7PP-X6 1 **2+ ( Y 7PP- Y 6  1 **2 I**. 5 
GO TO 219 
218 G6PP=O. 
219 IF4 4A3PP-AZPP) o EQ.00 1 GO TO 220 
X3NP= lA3PP*X2PP-A2PP*X4PP+A2PP*A3PP*(Y4?P-Y2PP 1 / I  A3PP-AZPPI 
Y3NP= 4 X2PP-X4PP+A3PP*Y4PP-AZPP)/( A3PP-AZPP) 
GO TO 2 2 1  
220 X3NP=X2PP 
Y3NP=YZPP 
221  Z3NP=( t X3NP-X2PP)*+2+(Y3NP-YZPP)**2 )**.5+G2PP+Z2PP 
22 
IF(:  IA6PP-A5PP)*EQ*O- )  GO TO 222 
X6NP= l A6PP*XSPP-A5PP*X7PP+A!5PP*A6PP*iY7PP-Y!jPP ) i / ( : A 6 P P - A S P P j  
Y6NP=( X5PP-X7PP+A6P P*Y7PP-A5PP*Y5PP 1 / (A6PP-ASPP 1 
GO TO 223 
2 2 2  X6NP=X7PP 
Y6NP=Y7 PP 
IFICHDEXT.EQ.O.1 GO TO 342 
X6N P=X6 P P + i  Y 6-Y 6PP 1 *A5P P 
YbNP=Y6 
Z6NP= ( X6AP- XbNP 1 * 4 Z 6A-Z6 1 / ( XbA-X6 1 +Z6AP 
I f [  Y4PP .LT. YSPP 1 YMAX=YSPP 
Y PlAX l = Y  MAX 
GO TO 410 
411 YMAX=Y4PP 
YMA X l = Y  MAX 
4 10 XZP P=X2 PP/Y MAX 
YZPP=YZPP/Y M A X  
Z2P P=ZZPP/Y MAX 
X3NP=X3NP/Y MAX 
Y 3N P =Y 3 NP/Y M A X  
Z3NP= Z3NP/Y MAX 
X4PP=X4PP/Y MAX 
Z4P P=Z4 P P/Y MAX 








X7P P=X7 PP/YMAX 
Y7PP=Y7 PP/YMAX 
Z7P P= Z7PP/Y MAX 






CHI)EXT=CHDE XT/Y MAX 
2 2 3  Z6NP=( ( X5NP-X7PP)**2+(Y6NP-Y7PP )**2 )**,5*GbPP+Z7PP 
3 4 2  IF IY4PP.GE-YSPPI  GO TO 411 
4 
23 
IF(ABS( ALAME-&HI ) a G E - 0 - 0 0 0 1 7 4 )  GO TO 765 
X3NP=XZPP 
Y3N P=Y2 PP 
Z3N P= 22 PP 
X6NP=X7PP 
Y6NP=Y7PP 
Z6N P= 27 PP 
X6AP=X7PP 
Y6AP=Y7 PP 
ZSA P= 27 P P 
X 6 A  P= X 7  PP 
Y6A P=Y 7 PP 
Z6AP=Z7PP 
765 I F ( A B S (  EOMEG-PSI) o G E ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 1 7 4 ~ O R ~ C H D E X T , N E , O I O )  GO TO 7 6 7  
767 IF(CHDEXT.NE.OoO) GO TO 766 
766 I F  ( Y6APeEQ. Y6NP) GO TO 1050 
CHD E XX= 0 - 0 
GO TO 1051 
1050 CHDEXX= X6AP-X6NP 
1051 SADD=CHD€XX*Y6NP- 
YMAX=le 00 
Y M I  N=AM I N 1  ( Y4PP 9 Y 5P P 1 




ZbN P l = Z  6NP 
X6N P=X6 NP 1- Y 6NP L*TA NE 
IF (  Y6NP-Y7PP) 3 6 2 9 3 6 1 9 3 6 1  
Y6NP=O- 0000000 
TANU=(Z6NPL-ZSPPI / [  (X6NPl -X5PP l * *Z+  (YSNf' l-YSPP) **2) **e5 
Z6NP= Z6NPL-( (X6NP-XSNP1)**2+(Y6NP-Y6NP 1)**2)**.5*TANU 
CR= X6NP -X2P ? 
X2P P=X2 P P-0 R I GN N 
X3NP=X3NP-ORI GNN 
X4P P=X4P P-0 R I  GNN 
X5P P=X5 PP-OR I GNN 
X6NP=X6NP-OKIGNN 
X 6 A  P=X6AP-ORI GN N 
X7P P=O. 00 
82RAP=0 00 
TANPxOo 000000 
ORIGNN=I X6NP-X7PP)/ 2- 
24 










X6N P= X 6  
YbNP=Y6 
Z6NP=Z6 
SAD D= CH D E XX *Y 6N P 
BlRAP=Y3NP 
B2RAP=Y6&P 
36 1 TANOP=T ANE- TANP 
TANOL=T AN€-TANA 
TANOC=T ANE-T ANG 
TANLC=TANA-TANC 
T AN L P-s T ANA- T ANP 
JAN PG=T ANP- T ANC 
I F ( Y 4 P P  - G f - Y 5 P P  1 XCBLEM= 
1 (CR+Y3NP*TANLC-Y6NP*TANnP+Y SPP*TANOL) *{ Y4PP*I-CR/2--Y3NP+TANLC) 
L+(Y4PP+Y5PP 1 /2,*1 Y4PP*TANA-I-CK/2.-Y3NP*TANLCi )--IY4PP**2 
3+Y4PP*Y5PP+Y5PP**21 *TANA/3*  I 
LICK+Y3NP+TANFC-Y6NP+TANUP+Y4PP*TANOL)*[Y5PPs(-CR/Z.-Y3NP*TANLC 
2+Y4PP+ ( T ANA-T AN DE 1 1 + ( Y 5 PP +Y 4PP ) / 2 a * ( Y  5P P*TANI)E- t - C R /  2,-Y 3NP*TANI-C 
3+Y4PP*(TANA-TANDEI)  )-l./3,*IY5PP**2+Y5PP*Y4PP+Y4PP**2)*TANDEI 
I F  ( Y4PP. LT. Y5PP ) XCRLEM= 
CR= CR-C HDEX X 
S=2 e * ( -  Y3NP * * Z +  T A N  C /  2a +Y6NP**2*T ANDP/2 e +YM 1 N* ( CR*Y 3NP*TANLC 
l-Y6NP*TANOP+YYI N*TANOL/Ze 1 t SADO + 
2 ( Y M A X - Y M I N ) / Z I ~ ( C R + Y ~ N P ~ T A N L C - Y 6 N P * T A N U P + Y M I N ~ T A N O ~ ) )  
CK=CR+CHDEXX 
C 
C CBAR,XCBAK,AND YCBAR A R E  NOT V A L I D  FOR A DISCONTINUOUS T R A I L I N G  EDGE 
C 
C 
YCBAK= 2* /S* [CR/2 . *  YMIN **2+Y6NP s * 3 ~ T A N O P / 6 , - Y 3 N P * * 3 * T A N ~ ~ / 6 *  
1 + Y M  I N**2*( Y M I N /  3, ~ T A N O L + Y 3 N P / Z . ~ T A N L t - Y 6 N P / ~ . ~ ~ A ~ O P  3 
2+I  Y M A X + 2 .  *Y M I N  I * {YMAX-YMIN) /6.* (CR+Y3NP *TANlC-Y6NP*TANDP 
25 
3 +Y M I N*T ANOL 1 1 
CAV=S/( 2 * * Y M A X I  
IF(  BLRAP-BERAP) 3 0 3 ~ 3 0 4 9 3 0 4  
303 CBAR=2, / S * (  CR*82*Y3NP+CR*Y3NP**2*TANPC+ Y3NP**3*TANPC**2/3. + 
i l C R + Y 3 N P * T A N C C ) + * 2 * ( Y 5 N P - Y 3 N P ) - ( Y 6 N P * * 2 - Y 3 N P ~ ~ Z ) * ~ C ~ ~ Y 3 N P * T A N L C ) ~  
2TANLP+( YbNP**3-Y3NP**3 1 *JANLP**2/ 3, 
3 #CR+Y3NP*TANLC-Y6NP*TANOP )**2*t  YM IN-Y6NP 1 +(  YMIN**2-Y6NP**2 1 *TANOC* 
5 ( YMAX-YM I N 1 / 3.8 I CR+Y3NP*TANlC-Y6N P t  TAN0 P+YM I N*TANOL 1 **2 
XCBAR=2. /S* ( -YMfN/2 .~CR*~2+CR/2 . *~1 .5~Y3NP**2*TANLC-Y6NP**2*TANOP 
1 /2. +Y MI N **2 * ( 3 .  *TAN A-TA N E 1 / 2. -3 a 0*Y MI N* Y 3NP * TANLC+Y M I N* Y 6NP* 
2TANOP) +Y3NP**3*TANL C * (  2 ,*TANA-4- * JANC+TANP 1 / 6 ,  *YSNP**3*TANA*TANOP/ 
3 6  9 *YM I N  *+3* TANA*T ANOL / 3  .-Y3NP**Z*YM I N*T ANLC**2+ ( Y  M I  N*Y3NP*Y 6NP 
4-Y3NP/2. *Y4N P** 2 ) *T ANOP*TANLC+Y 3NP/ 2.. *Y M I  N**2* T ANLC * I  2 a *TANA-TANE 
6XCBlEM 1 
+ 
4 [CR+Y3NP*TANlC-Y6NP*TANDP 1 + ( Y MIN**3-Y SNP**3 1 *TANOL**2/3-+ 
5-Y6NP/Z,*YMiN**Z+TANA*TAN~P+ 
GO TO 301 
304 C 0 A R = 2 g / S ~ ( C R * * 2 ~ Y 6 N P + C ~ * Y 6 N P * * 2 ~ T A N P C * Y & N P * * 3 ~ T A N P C * ~ 2 / 3 .  +(CR 
1-Y6 NP*T ANUP ) **2* (Y3NP-Y 6NP 1 +[ CR-Y6NP*TANUP 1 * ( Y 3NP**2-Y6NP**2) 
2*TANOC+ (Y3NP**3-Y6NP**3 )*TANUC**2/3, + 
3 (CR+Y 3NP*TANCC-Y6NP PTANOP 1 * *2 * (  Y M IN-Y 3NP 1 
5 4 YMAX-Y M I N 1 / 3  * ( CR+ Y3NP*TANlC-Y6NP* TAN2 P+YMI N*TANOL 1 **2 1 
* CR+ Y3NP*U\NLC-Y6NP* 
4TANOP)*TANOL*(YMIN**2-Y3NP**Z)  +(YMIN**3-Y3NP**3)*TANOL*+2/3 ,  + 
XCBAR=Z-/S* f -Y6NP/2  e *CR+*Z+Y6NP**2/ 2**( CK*TANC-CR/Z.*TANPC 1 +Y6NP** 
( Y3NP-Y6NP )*CR/2 * * (  CR-Y6NP*TANOP )+  ( Y  3NP**2- 
2YbNP**2 1/2. *[-CR*TANOC/ 2 .+TA:\IC*( CR-Y6NP *TANUP 1 1 + ( Y  3NP**3-Y6NPg*3) / 
33.* (TANC*TAN13C) + ( Y M I  N-Y3NP) * ( ICR+Y3NP*TANLC-Y6NP*TANOP) * ( -CR/2  
4 *-Y3NP*TANL C 1 I +  ( Y M I  N*+2-Y3NP**2 I /  2-  *(  ?ANA*( CR+Y 3NP*TANLC-Y6NP*TANO 
5P)+TANDL*( -CK/2  --Y3NP*TANLC 1 )+ (YMIN**3-Y3NP**3)  /3e*TANA*TANUL+ 
1 3 / 3  .*TANC*TANPC- 
6XCBLEM 1 
3 0 1  ARN=4. *Y  M A X * * 2 /  S 
AMB=ARN+BET A 





C THE FLAT PLATE ANGLE OF A T T A C K s C O N S T ( J K y l ) , I S  SET EQAUL TO ONE 
C RAD I AN 
C 
C 
OO 2 J K = l r J K M A X  
2 CONST ( J K  91)=4.OOOOOOOO 
26 
C 
C THE LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK DUE TO TWIST AND/OR CAMBER,CONSJ# JK1211 
C ARE E ITH€R READ I N  OR ASSIGNED A ZERO VALUE HERE DEPENDING ON THE 
C VALUE OF THE TWADCM CODE 
C 
C 
1FINTWACN.EQ-1) GO TO 1002 
K E A D 1 5 r 5 1 5 )  ICONST( J K 9 2 1 1  JK=l,JKMAX) 
DO 8 I = l , JKMAX 
8 CONSTII12)=4,sCONST(IJ2) 
GO TO 1004 
1002 00 1003 J K = l r J K M A X  
1003 CON ST I J K t 2 1 =O 0 
C 
1004 C H I  B=ATAN(TANC/BETA 1 
ALAMB=ATANI TANA/BETA) 
P S I  B=ATANITANP/BETA) 
OME GB=AT AN( T ANE / E ET A 3 
TAN C B=T AN ( C H I 6 1 
TANLB=TAN( ALAMB 1 
TANPB=TAN[P S € 8 1  
TANOB=TAN(OMEGB) 
TAN L C B=T A NL 8- TAN CB 
TAN L P H=T ANL 5-T A NPB 
T AN P C B= T A NP E- T A N CB 
TANUCB= TAN# B-TANG B 
TAN OL B=TANO 8-TANLB 
TAN 0 P a= T AN0 13-T A NP B 
ETA(  ISSST)=OeO 
Y ( I S S S T  )=O. 0 
DO 7 NP=NiJI I ,%MAX 
E T A [ N P l = S I N (  (ANP-SSSTAl *P I  / ( 2 * 0 * S S S T A )  
ANP=NP 
Y ( N P ) = E T A ( N P 1  
CHOSUB=O e 
I F ( E T A ( N P ) ~ G T , I Y 6 N P - O . l O )  *AND.ETAfNPj ,LE,Y6NP.AND-CHDEXX-NE.O, I 
lCHDSUB=CtiDEXX*( le-( YbNP-ETA(NP1 )/.lOl /BETA 
IF(ETA(NP),GT.Y6NP,AND.CHDEXX.NE,O, 1 CHDSUB=CHDEXX/BETA 
I F I Y 3 N P e G E I Y 6 N P )  GO TO 307 
IF (ETA{NP) .GE*Y3NP1 GO TU 309 
C (NP I = (  CK+ETA ( N P )  *T ANPCB-CHDSUB) /2-0 
0 [ N P 1 =E T A (N P 1 * ( T ANP B+TANC B 1 /2  0-CHO SUB/ Z - 0 
27 
3 12 






D I F  F3=E T A(  N P 1-0 - 
I F ( 1 T T U a N E - 2 )  GO TO 3 L 4  
I US XZNP-1 
-I UST=NP-2 
C I IUSX)=(LO. *C(  IUSX l + 2 . * C i I U S T 1 ) / 1 2 -  
D ( I U S X 1 = ( 1 0 * * 0 (  I U S X l + 2 - * D ( I U S T )  1 / 1 2 .  
I T T U = l  
I TTU=Z 
I F  { D I FF 3 L T  -0. OR.0 IFF3 .GT * 0 11 GO TO 3 2 3  
I F f  N P - N N I I )  7 , 6 9 7  
I F ( E T A I N P l * G E . X 6 N P 1  GO TO 327 
C I N P 1 = ( CR+Y 3NP *T ANL CB-ET A 4 N P 1 *TANlP  O-CH d5u5 1 /2- 0 
D ( N  P 1 z I - Y  3N P*TANLCB+ETA 4 NP 1 * ( TANPB+TANLB)-CHDSUB) / 2 0 
O I F F  3=E TA( N P 1-Y 3NP 
GO TO 312 
I F I E T A ( N P I * C E o Y M I N )  GO TO 3 3 1  
C t NP I=( CR+Y 3NP* TANlCB-Y6NP*JANOPB+E TA (NP 1 *TANOL &CHOSUB 3 /2.0 
OINP)=(-Y3NP*TANLCB-Y6NPsTANOPB+ETA(NP)~(TANDt.3+TANLB~-CHDSU~)/2-0 
D I F F 3=E f A ( N P 1 -Y SN P 
GO TO 312 
CATY4=CR+Y3NP*T ANLC B-Y6NP*TANOPB+Y4PP*TAMOLB-CHDSUB 
C I  NP f =- 5*( CATY4-CAT Y 4 * (  ETA( NP 1-YM I N  1 / ( Y MAX-Y M 1 N 1 1 
D ( N P 1 =D AT Y4 + ( X 5  PP/ B ETA- OATY 4 1 * ( ET A( NP 1- Y M I N  1 / ( Y MAX- YM 1 N 1 
D I F F 3=E TA ( NP 1 -Y M I N 
GO TO 312 
I F I Y M I N * E Q * Y S P P )  GO TO 340 
O A T Y 4 = X 4 P P / B E T A * C A T Y 4 / 2 *  
C(NP)=(Y4PP-ETA(NP)  ) / # 2 o O * i Y 4 P P - Y 5 P P l  1 ~ ( C R + Y 3 N P ~ T A N L C B - Y 6 N P  
1 * T ANOPB +Y 5P P*T A NOL 8-C HDSU B 3 
DATY5=(-Y3NP*TANLCB-Y6NP*TANOPB+Y5PP*(TANLB+T~N~B)-CH~SUBJ/2*0 
DINP)=DATY5+1X4PP/BETA-DATY5)*(  ETA( NP ) -YMIN) / (YHAX-YMIN)  
D I F F 3 z E T A  ( NP)  -YM I N 
GO TO 312 
307 IF(ETA(NPI.GEIY6NP) GO TO 311 
C(NP I = (  CR+ETAINP l  *TANPCB-CHDSUB) /2* 0 
D ( N P ) = E T A I N P l * (  TANPB+TANCt.3)/2*0-CHDSUB/2-0 
0 I F  F6=E T A I  N P 3-0 
I USX=NP-1 
I USTZNP-2 
C ( I U S X ) = ( l O - + C (  I U S X ) + 2 a * C ( I U S T )  1/12. 
D I I U S X ) = [ l O . * D (  I U S X ) + 2 . * D ( I U S T ) ) / 1 2 .  
I TTU= 1 
3 1 3  I F I I T T U o N E o 2 1  GO TO 316 
28 
316 I F ( D I F F 6 . L T ~ O ~ ~ O K ~ D I F F 6 . G T , , O 1 )  GO TO 3 2 5  
I TTU=2 
325 I F ( N P - N N I I )  7,697 
311 fF(ETA4NP)aGE.Y3NP) GO TO 329 
C I N P I = (  CR-Y 6NP*TANOPB+ETA( N P 1 *T ANOC 5CHDSU8).  / 2 . 0  
01 F F6=E TA1 N P 1-Y 5NP 
GO TO 313 
D (  NP )=(-Y6NP*TANOYB+ETA 4 NP 1 * 4  TANOB+TANCB)-CHDSUB)/2,0 
329 IF (ETAtNP) .GE.YMIN)  GO TO 333 
C ( N P  I = (  CK+Y 3NP*TANLCB-Y6NP*TANOP B+ETA IMP )* (TANDL6 1-CHDSUB) /2*0 
O( NP)=(-Y3NP*TANLCD-Y6NP*TANDPB*ETA(NP) * I  TANOB+TANL31-GHDSUBl/2,0 
I) I F  F6=E TA 1 NP 1 -Y 3NP 
Gt1 TO 3 1 3  
CAT Y 4=CR+Y3 NP*T ANLC 8-Y6 NP*T ANOP B+Y4PP*T ANOL 8-C HDSUB 
D AT Y 4= X 4PP / BET A +CAT Y 4/ 2. 
C I N P I = .  S*(CAfY4-CATY4*(  E T A i N P I - Y M I N ) /  (YMAX-YMINI 1 
D(NP)=DATY4+(  X5PP/BETA-DATY4)*(  ETA[ NP I - Y M I N )  / IYMAX-Y#IN)  
0 i F F6-ETA NP) -Y M I N 
GO TO 313  
333 I F ( Y M I N * E Q I Y S P P )  GO TO 346 
3 4 6  C ( N P ) = (  Y4PP-ETA(NP) I / f  2.0*( Y4PP-YSPPj 1 *(CR+Y3NP*TANLCB-Y6NP 
19TANOPB + Y  5P P* T AIUOLB-C HD SUB 1 
DATY5=I-Y3NPeTANLCB-Y6NP~TANOPB+Y5PP*(TANLB+TAN~~)-CHDSUB~/2.0 
D I N P  1 =DATY5+( X4PP/BETA-DATY 5 1 *( ETA( NP ) -YMIN1/  ( YMAX-YMIN 1 
UI FF6=E T A  (NP 1 - Y M I  N 
GO TO 313  
b C ( I S S S T ) = ( 5 . * C R + 2 ~ * C ( N N I I ) ) / 1 2 .  
D( i S S S T l = D t N N I i  1/6* 
7 CONTINUE 
DO 1 8 7  N = h N I I  ,NMAX 
KSU=NMAX+ l - N  
ETA ( KSU 1 =-E TA t N 8 
Y 1 KSU 1 =-Y ( N 1 
C I K S U I - C I N 1  
DIK SU)=DIN) 
CHI I=RAD*CH I 
A L  AM=K A D+ A 1  AM0 
ALADL=RAD+ALAME 
PS I BB=KAD*P S I 
OMEG=RAD*OM EGA 
E OMG=RA WEOMEG 
CR=CR*B ETA 
1 8 7  CONTINUE 
29 
CTB=(X5-X4) / Y M A X l  




C WRITE INPUT DATA 
C 
C 
WRITE ( 6 r 5 0 1 1  
WKITEI(6 9 5 0 9  1 CASEISYMIMACH 
WRI T E ( 6 9 5 1 4 )  
WRITE (69527) CSTAr SSSTA 
WRITE (6 9510 1 
WR.1 TE (6 9 5 2 6  1 
W R I T E 1 6 r 5 5 5  1 
WRI T E t 6  r 5 3 2  1 
WRITE (6 1 5 3 5 )  X i (  r Y 2  
W R I T E l 6 i 3 3 S J  X 3 r Y 3  
WRI TE ( 6 , 5 3 7  1 X 4  r Y 4  
WKI TE (6 9 5 4 5  1 X 5  9 Y5 
WRITE (6 ,550 1 X 6  ,Y6 
WRI TE (6 9 5 4 9  1 X 6 A 9  Y6A 
WRITE ( 6  r 5 5 6  1 X7 I Y7 
WRI  TE 16 9 5 1 0  1 
WRI  T E 6 v 55 8 1 Y MA X 1 
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 1 0  1 
W R I T E ( 6 y 5 5 3 1  
WRI TE (6  9 5 5 5 )  
WRI TE (6 r 5 2 9  1 
WRI T E ( 6 1 5 0 3 )  XZPPtYZPP 
WRITE (69504) X3NPpY3NP 
W R I T E ( 6  r 5 0 5  1 X4PPvY4PP 
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 0 6 1  X5PP,Y5PP 
WRI T E ( 6  7507 j X6NPsY6NP 
W R I T E ( 6 9 5 4 0 )  X6AP9Y6AP 
W R I T E ( 6 t 5 0 6 )  X7PP9Y7PP 
WRITE(6951O 1 
W R I T E t 6 r 5 5 1 1  
WKI TE (6 r 5 2 2  J 
WRITE (6,548 b 
WRL TE (6,524 1 
AR NV Sv CAV 9 C BAR r XCSAK 9 Y CB AR 
C H I  I PALAM, ALAOLIPS 1081 OMEG, EOMGIDELTTSIGMIRHH 




C TO D E T E K M i N t  WHAT REFERENCE DIMENSIONS TO U S E  
C 
C 
I F ~ J T E S T - N E . ~ )  GO ro  400 
CREF=CBAR 
YREF=YMAX 
SKE F= S 
XLR EF=X C BAR 
ARNN=AKN 
GU TO 401 
TAPKSW=GTB/ CRSW 
CKEF= ( 2  .*CKSW/3. I * (  l.+TAPRSW+TAPRSW**2) / (  l.+TAPRSW) 
SRE F= ( C Td+C R SLnl) / Y  MA X 1 
KEF P T=X C f3 AR +C BA R /4* 
400 CRSU=CTR-(TANU-TANL)/YMAXl 
YREF=l. /YIYIAXl 
XLR € f = 2  -a / SR EF+ (-CRSi.l+cc+Z / ( 2. *YMA X l I - C R  SW / I 2. +YMA X1** 2 1 * I  i TANO-TANL 
1 1 /2 .- JANL I + T ANL / t 3. *YMAX 1 +43 1 * TANC-T ANL 1 1 
2+CK s w / 2  
+ X4-Y 4*TANL 1 /YNAX L 







C M A I N  PRUGRAM 
L 
C 
491 DO 3 NTR=L,41 
VE (NTK)=O.O 
B (NTR) =O.O 
CHDLD (NTK)=O*O 
GAMMA ( N T R ) = O . O  
C L L  i NTK) =O*O 
CHDLDTl  NTK)=OeO 
Z I C P  ( N T K ) = O * O  
LOAC (NTR)=O*O 
SLC 4 N T K I  =O. 0 
BLDT (NTR)=O.O 
USPLOT( NTR) =de0 
CLB INTR)=O*O 
31 
CHDLTOf NTR) =O.O 
CLL 1131 ( N TK 1 =O 0 
GAMMATt NTR) =O.O 
GAMTMAINTR) =O.O 
Z I C T P  I NTR)=O.O 
LOACT (NTR) =0.0 
Z I C T P T I  NTR) =O.O 
LOACTO( NTK) =O,O 
AMU (NTR)=O.O 
AMUT 4 NTR) =O.O 
AMUTOT( N T R )  =O.O 
ALPHA1 (NTR) =O-O 
3 CONTINUE 
DO 590 V I R = 1 , 4 1  
DO 590 I \ r T K = l r / + l  
590 SA(NIRvNTK)=O*O 
DO 78 K S = l r  J Y A X  
PKS=KS 
P H I  1. KS 1 = ( 2. OS: PKS*P I 3 / 4 2.0*C STA+ 1. c) 1 
JK= ( K S-2 1 *I S S ST +NU+ 1 
ANU=NU 
DO 14 N=l,NkAX 
AN= N 
VE(N)=COS( (  ( 4 N - S S S T A ) ~ P 1 1 / 1 2 . 0 * S S S T A )  1 
SA ( N 9 N 1 =4 a/ [ 2. *SSST A 1 *VE 4 N 1 
NNUD=IABS IN-NU1 
00 78 NU=I S S S T 9  NMAX 
IF( lVNUD-NE.0) GO TO 9 
B I N ) = ( 2 . O ~ S S S T A ~ / 1 4 ~ O * C O S ( ( I A N U - S S S T A ) * P ~ ~ / ~ Z ~ O * S S S T A ~ ~ ~  
GO TD 14 
B ( N l = V E  ( N ) /  4 (Z .O~SSSTA)* (ETA(N) -Y  (NU) )**.?I 
GO TO 14 
12 B(N)=0 .0  
14 CONTINUE 
9 IF(MOD(NNUD,Z).EQ.O) GO TU 12 
DO 589 NP=I  SSST rNMAX 
NPNUDzI ABS( NP-NU) 
IF (NPNUD-EQ-01  GO TO 589 
IF(MOD(NPNUD,2) - E Q . O )  GU TO 589 
SA(  NU,NPI=2*0*8 I NP) /SSSTA*COS l 4  ANU-SSSTAI * P I / (  2 -0eSSSTA 11 
IT=NMAX+l-NU 
I fT=NMA X+l-NP 
SA( NU, I TT f = Z . O * S (  ITT) /SSSTA*COS ( ( ANU-SSSTA) * P I /  [ Z.O*SSSTAf 1 
32 
SA i I T y N P 1 =SA f NU t I TT 1 
SA ( I T 9 I T T 1 = S A  ( NU t NP 1 
SA I IVP v NU 1 = S A (  NU 3 NP) 
SA4 I T T ,  I T ) = S A ( N U ~ N P )  
DO 78 J = l r J M A X  
DO 30 N Z l t N M A X  
559 CONTINUt  
A J =  J 
AK=O 0 
AN= N 
IF (M*NEoNU)  GO T U  16 
IF(JmEQ.1) GO T O  L8 
I F (  J-2) 20719,20 
18 AK=210*PHItKS)+2.0* S I N t P H I ( K S ) )  
GO TO 2 1  
19 AK= PH I ( K S  I - .  5 8 S I N i  2 O* PH I ( K S 1 1 
GU TO 2 1  
20 GA= ( S I N (  IAJ -2 -0 ) * (  PHItKS) 1 1 I/IAJ-2*0) 
AK=GA- 
2 1  PAKTL=B(N)*AK 
A=0.0 
NlJPNU=I ABS( NUP-MU 1 
( S I N  ( ( A J  1 * ( P H I  ( K S  1 1 1 1 / A J  
DO 25 NUPzlpNMAX 
IF INUPNUeEQ-01  GO TU 2 5  
IFIMOO(NUPNU,2) e E b l o O )  GO TU 25 
SSNDzABS ( Y  I NU)-ETA4 NUP) 1 
ANU P=NUP 
UURK=ANUP-SSSTA 
A = A + (  ( C O S ( ( U U K R * P I ) / I 2 . O ~ S S S T A )  1 ) * *Z)+ALOGISSND)  
IF(SSND.EQ.Oe) GD TO 25 
25 CONTINUE 
I F (  J-NE.1) GO TU 28 
DF( 11=-100/ (2 .0* (  S I N [  lPH1 (KS) 1/2-01 I* ( S  IN( L P H I  I K S I  I t 2 - O )  I 
Gtl  TO 2 Y  
28 D F f  J )= I  AJ- I  .Q)* ( C O S  ( (AJ-1.0 ) * ( P H I  ( K S )  1 )  1 
29 VL = l a 0  / (  ( C (  N) 1**2 1 *2 .O*SSSTA*VEt N I * S I N ( P H I  ( K S I  I I 
AL ( J 7 N I =VL*DF I J 1 * f I 25*S  SST A ) * ( 1.0-2.0* ( VE( N) +* 2 I-ALOG I40 0) )-A) +PA 
l R T C  
GO TO 30 
C 
C 
C CHORDAL I N T  EGRAT ION SUBROUT I N E  




16 XSUB=-C(NU)*COS(PHI[KS) )+DINU)  
ysua=y( NU) 
ETA SUB= ETA4 N 1 
CSUB=C( N)  
DSUB=D( N) 
GO TO i 3 5 1 t 3 5 2 9 3 5 3 9 3 5 4 9 3 5 6 , 3 5 7 , 3 5 8 9 3 5 9 9  10709 1071) ,J 
1071 CALL G A U S S ~ O * ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ S U M ~ O I F O F T ~ O )  
AK= SUM 1 0 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM9 
GO TO 355 
AK= SUN8 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM? 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM6 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM5 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK=SUH4 
GO TO 3 5 5  
A<= SUM3 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM2 
GI) TO 3 5 5  
AK=SUMl 
1070 CALL GAUSS{ 0, ,P I131SUM99FOFT9 l  
359 CALL G A U S ~ I ~ I ~ P I I ~ ~ S ~ M ~ ~ F O F T ~ )  
3 5 8  CALL G A U S S ( O * ~ P I ~ 3 r S U M 7 y F O F i 7 )  
3 5 7  CALL GAUSS( 0.  , P I  9 2 9  SUM69FDFT6) 
3 5 6  CALL G A U S S I O . y P I 9 2 r S U M S r F O F T 5 )  
354 CALL G A U S S [ O l t P I 1 2 r S U M 4 r F O F T 4 )  
3 5 3  C A L L  GAUSS(O*,PI~2,SUM3~FOFT31 
3 5 2  C A L L  GAUSS4 0- , P i  92,SUM2yFOFT2) 
3 5 1  CALL GAUSS( 0-  9 P I 9 2, SUM1 PFOF T 1 f 
C 
C 
355 A t 1  JvN)=-B(N)*AK 
30 CONTINUE 
DD 78 NP=ISSST,NMAX 
I = (  5-21 * ISSST+NP+ l  
34 
IF(NP.EQ.ISSST1 GO TO 73 
NR=NMAX+l-NP 
I F I I S Y M - N E . 1 1  GO TO 77 
SUML( J K 1  I )=AL(J 9NPI + A L (  J r N R )  
SUMLl JK 9 I ) = A L (  J r M P ) - A L I  J t  NR J 
GCJ TT) 78 
GO T O  7 8  
7 7  
7 3  IF(ISYM.NE.11 GO TO 75 
SUML 4 JK , i  )=AL ( J  rNP3 
GU TO 7 8  
78 CONTINUE 
75 SUML( JK, I )=O~OOOOOOOO 
C 
C MAT R I X SOLU T I ON SUBPROGRAM 





C A L L  M A T I N V  ISUML,JKMAX ~CONST,Z,DETEKM, I P I V O s  INDEX# 1009 I S C A L E I  
DO 8 2 1  J = l , J M A X  
DU 82 1 NP=I SSST 9 NMAX 
I X X = (  J - 2 1 4 1  S S S T + N P + l  
QT ( J ,NP 1 =CONST ( I X X r  2 1 *QBAR 
8 2 1  Q l J  r N P )  =CONST( I X X t  L W Q B A H  
C 
C 
DU 760 N=l,  NMAX 
C(N)=Cf Nl *RETA 
760 D1N )=L)( N)*DETA 
00 439 J " 1 r J M A X  
L)ll 150 NP=I SSST NMAX 
IF(JMAX.GE.2) GO TO 751  
412 *NP)=O.O 
QT(. 2 rNP )=O. 0 
7 5 1  CHDLn(NP)=PI*(Q(lrNP~+-5~Q(Z*NP)) 
GAMMA[NP)= CHDLDINP)/I4-U*QBAR*YMAX) 
C L L ( N P ) = 2 . O * Y M A X * G A M ~ A ( N P ) / C ( N P ~  
CIi \ )LDT( NP ) = P I  *( QT ( 1 r NP 1 + r  5*QT I 2  ,NP) 1 
00 439 YP=NNI I *NMAX 
1 5 0  CONTINUE 
NR=NMAX + 1-N P 












DO 650 NP=NNII,NMAX 
NR=NMAX+l-NP . 
IF(ISYM.NE.1) GO TO 649 
GAMMA4 NR)=GAMMA 4 NP) 
CHDLD( NR )=CHDLD( NP) 
CHDLDTl NR )=CHDLDT (NP 1 
GO TO 650 
GAMMA(NR)=-GAMMA(NP 1 
CHOLD(NR)=-CHOLD(NPI 
CHOLDTt NR J =  CHDLDTI NP) 
C O N T I N W  
36 
I F ( I S Y M o E Q o Z o d N D , N P o ~ Q . ~ S S S T )  Z I C P ( I S S S T I = D ( N P )  
I F ( I S Y M o E Q o 2 o d N D o N P o E O I I S S S T )  GO TO 11 
ZICP(NP~=(-C(NP)/2oO)~[~~(lr~P)+,5*Q(3iNP) ) / I Q I L ~ N P ) + o ~ * Q ~ ~ T N P ) ) )  
l + D ( N P )  
1 1 LO ACj-NP 15 ( 2 I CP ( NP 1- f D3 N P I-C 4 y P 1 j J / ( 2 Q*C F P  1 1 
SLC I NP ) = P l + ( Q ( .  1 r N P 1 + - 5 * Q t  29 NP) 1 / ( B L / t  20 *YMAX) 3 
lFINTWACMoEQ.1) GO TO 4 
BLDTf  NP )=CHDLDT I N P ) /  ( B L T /  12 e*YMAXj 1 
GO TO 155 
4 BLOTlNP 1 =Oo 
1 5 5  CONTINUE 
AMYP=AMY-BL*l (XCBAR+CBAR/Go )-REFPT) 
AMYPT=AMYT-BLT* ( 1  XGBAR+CBAR/4- 1-REFPT 3 
CM=AMYP/ 1 UBAR*SREF*CREF 1 
CHT=CM/RAD 
CLT=BL/  ( UBAR*SREF 1 
CL T T=C L T/H A U 
CLTWST=BLT/ 1 QBAR*SREF) 
CMTAC=AMYPT/ ( Q B  AR*SREF*CREF 1 
ALP HZO=-CLT HS f/  CLTT 
CMZEKU=CMTAC+CMT*ALPHZO 
Z I C PT=- AMY P / BL +REFPT 
TOAC=(Z ICPT-XCREF l / C R € F  




RTTO=RA TO-CLD ES G/ C L  T 
00 L O O 0  NP=ISSST,NMAX 
BSPLDT( NP I = (  B L D T l  NP 1-SLC I NP 1 )*CLTWS T*SREF/S 
BLD T ( NP 1 =BSPLDT 4 NP 1 + S l C  ( NP Y*CLD€S G*SREF / S  
IF(NTWACM.EQ.11 GO TO 200 
C L B t N P ) = B S P L D T ( N P ) ~ C A V / ( 2 o ~ C ~ N ~ ) )  
CHD FDT I MP 1 =CL B1 NP 1 * 2. *C I NP 1 * QBAR 
Z I C T P I N P ) = ( - C I N P ) / 2 . 0 ) + 1 (  I Q T I  1,NP )+o5*QT439NP)  l - t Q (  l ,NP)+o5*Q i3pNP 
1 1  l * R A T U l /  ( I  QT ( 1  9NP)+e5*QT 42 rNP1 ) - i Q 4  1 pNP1+05*Q129NP 1 ) *RAT01 ) + O I  NP 1 
Z I C T P T (  NP)=( -C(  N P ) / 2 -  ) * I  I ( Q T (  l 9 N P  ) + - 5 * Q T (  3 r N P )  ) - 1 Q i  I r N P ) + - 5 * Q ( 3 9 N P  
1) ) *RTTO 1 / ( (  UT I1 ,NP) + r  5*QT ( 2  9NP 1 J-(Q I 1 ,NP)+- 5*4( 29NP 1 )*RTTO) 1+DI NP) 
GO TO 201 
200 C H D l D T t  NP)=O. 
Z I C T P T I  N P ) = Z I C P  4 NP) 
2 I CT P l N P 1 =D f N P 3 
201 CHDLTO( NPI=CHDLD( NP j *CLDESG/CLT+CHDLDT~ NP 1 
CLLTOT(NPI=CLL(NP)*CLDESG/CLT+CLBINP) 











4 2 1  
AMX 8=0 
ETACPzO * 
DO 7 1 5  NP=I SSSTtNMAX 
RU=P I *E T A  t NP 1 *V E I NP 1 / 4 2. *SS STA 1 
AMXB=AMXB+RU*CHDLDT (NP) 
ETACP=ETACP+RU*SLCI NP) 
CMRUOT=2 e*YREf *AMXB/ ( QBAR*SREF 1 
c SUC T=O * 0 
DO 714 N z l r N M A X  
RU=YMAX*VE( N) *P I* '*2/ (8.*SSSTA*SREF) 
IF I ABS( ETA4 N )  1 (. GT .O. AND,ABS( ETA I N )  1 .LE .Y 3NP) OMICRN=(ETAIN I /ABSI  E 
IF(ETA(N) .EQ*Oe 1 OMICRN=O* 
l T A (  N l ) )  *CHI 
1 t E TA ( N l  1 ) +ALAME 
1) *ALAME 
I F (  ABS4 ETA( N) 1 *GToY3NP*AND- ABS (ETA8 N) L E - Y M I N  1 D M I C R N = i E J A ( N I  /ABS 
I F  ABS( ETA( N 1 1 * GT - Y  M I  Ns AND, DELTA- GE -0- 1 UMICRN= (ETA (N 1 /ABS( ETA( N f  1 
I f  ( A B S ( E T A ( N 1  ),GT,YMIN,AND.DELTA.lT.O.) O M I C R M = ( E f A ( N ) / A B S ( E T A O  1 
1 I*[ P I / 2 * - D E L T A )  
CSUCT=CSUCT+RU*BETA*( Q I  1 ,N) /QBAK) **2/ (C ( N ) * C O S  (OMICRNI  1 
CDI  I=CLT-CSUCT 
ccc=o. 0 
DO 421 N=l?NMAX 
CCC=CCC+GAMMA( N 1 **2 
CONT I NU E 
CCD=O - 0 
DO 9 1  NUP=l?NMAX 
ALPHA1 (NUPl=GAMMA(NUP)/SA[NUP,NUPl 
DO 9 1  NslwNMAX 
I F ( N * E Q - N U P I  GO TO 9 1  
A L  P H A I  ( NUQ) =ALPHA1 t NUP 1 -SA { NUP 9 N +GAMMA f N / SA 4 N UP 9 NUP 1 
NUST=IABS(NUP-ISSST 
NPST=IABS(N - I S S T *  
IF1 MODI NUST 121- EQ+.O 
I f {  NOD( NPST 12 EQ-0 
CCD=CCD-Z-O *SA4 NUP t NUP ~ A M N A  i Ni E 
91 CONTlNUE ._ 
CDI=Pl*tCCC+CCDJ/SREF - 
D IOL=CDI /C tT* *2  




IF( JTEST-NE-LIGO- TO a 
GO TO 1011 . 
1010 XLREf=XlREF*YMAXl  
CREF=CREf*Y MAX1 
REFPT=R EFPT*YMAX 1 
SRE F=SR EF*Y MAX 1 **2 
10 11 WRI f E  16 ,552 L 
W R I T E ( 6 3 5 4 1 1  ARNNsSREFtREFPTgCREFeXLREF 
C 
C WRITE OUTPUT DATA - 
C 
WRI TE(69510 J 
W R I T E d b r 5 0 2 )  
WRZTE ( 6 ~ 5 3 0 )  CASE 
WRI TE i 6 t 559 j 
WRITE (6 15461 CCTrcnrCRLtClTWSTrCMTaCtCLDESG 
WRITE 463531 1 C L T T r C M T + D I O C ~ P I I O L  
W R I T E I 6 1 5 5 4 1  
WRITE(6 r528 ’L  Z€CPTtTOAC,ETACP . 
W R I T E ( 6 r S l O  
WRLTE16r520)  
WR f TE 4 6 9 52 1 ) 
WRITE (6 1538 1 
WRI TE( 61547) 
DO 850 NEISSSTINMAX 
ALPHZO ~CMZEROI CMROOT 
850 WRI TE ( 6  151 1 J Ns ETA4 N 1 9 GAMMA( N) t GAISMATt N) tGAMTMAI N) r CLE (N j rCLt)fMl r GL 
1 LTOT ( N 1 1 AMU 1 N 1 1 AMUT 4 N 1 1 A HUT OT IN 1 1.C I N I P  0 4 N) 
HRI  TE 16 t 510 L 
WRITE ( 6 1 5 4 2 )  
DO 188 N=ISSSTtNMAX 
C 
39 
DO 1 8 8  L S = l t l O  
TAW 4 LS) =ALS *P I/ 10 -0 
Z I = ( .  1 e-CUSt TAW( LS) 1 1 /2* 
TAT=O*O 
TAT W ST=O. 
DO 185 J=Z,JMAX 
TAT = TAT+Q( J ,N)+SIN(  t A J - l - O ) * T A W ( L S l  I 
TATWST=TATWST+l QT t J , N)-Q( J 9 N l  *RAT08 + S I N  ( 4 AJ-1 e 0  1 * T A W I L S  1 I 
PAU=COS ( TAW I L S 1 / 2 -0 3 / S I  N I TAW I L S  1 / 2.0 1 
A L  S=L S 
AJ=J 
185 CONTINUE 
DELTP= l  */C( N)*(  611 1, N)*PAU+TAT') 
DEL PT W= 1 /C 4 N 1 * 1 I QT I 1 9 N 1-d 1 1, N 1 +KAT 0 *P AU+T A T J  S T 1 
DLP J WC= DELT P W L  DE SGJC LT +DEL P T W 
WRI TE (6 9543  1 N t  LSIETA(N) r ZI 9 OELTP 9DELPT'VJ. OLPTWC 
1 8 8  CONTINUE 
C 
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 1 0 )  
DO 1060 K=l,JMAX 
W R I T E I 6 v 5 1 6  1 
W R I T E ( b r 5 1 9 )  
WRI TE 4 6 9 539 1 4 J J J ( I 1 9 I= 1 
00 1030 N=I  SSST 9 NMAX 
W R I J E ( 6 r 5 2 3 )  
WRI TE ( 6 , 5 1 9  1 
W R I T E ~ 6 , 5 3 9 ~ I J J J ( I ) , I = l ~ J M A X ~  
DO 1031 N = I  SSST rNMAX 
1060 J J J ( K ) = K - l  
J MAX 1 
1030 W R I T E ( b r 5 3 4 )  N, ( 0 1 1  r N )  r I = l r  J M A X )  
1031 WRITE ( 6 9 5 3 4  1 
383 W R I T E ( 6 p 5 1 0  1 
WRITE (6 1517 1 
WRI TE (6 9 5 1 8 )  
WRI J E 4 6 9 5 1 2 )  
WRI TE (6 9 5 1 3  1 
DO 378 N=ISSSTiNMAX 
N t  ( Q T I  I ,N) t I = l s  J M A X )  
378 WRi J E ( 6 9 5 3 3 )  N,ETA(N),CHDLD(Nl , C H D L D T ( N t , C H U L T O ( N ) r Z I C P I N ) , Z I C T P I N  
.LDAC i N) ,&OACT_tN 1 9 LOAGTO N 1 9 SLC( N 9 BSPLDT ( N  l r13LD T(. N l  




FUNCTION F O F T 1 (  THETA) 
XI=-CSUB*COS( THETA) +DSUB 
8K=1.+( XSUB-XI)  /SQRT( (XSUi3 -X I  ) * *2+ (YSUB-€TASUB)* * i )  
RETURN 
END 
CWlMON XSUB ,Y SUB 9 ETASUB rCSUi3  t DSUB 
FOF T l = B K *  i 1 -O+C OS (THETA 1 1 
FUNCT I U N  FOFT2(  THETA) 
CDMMON XSUB 1YSUt3?ETASUB?CSUB~DSUB 
X I=-CSUB*COS( THETA) +DSUE 
H K = L . + (  X S U 8 - X I )  /SQRT(  ( X S U B - X I  )**2+1 YSUO-ETASUB) **2) 
FDFTZ=UK*SI N( THETA) **2 
EN!) 
R ET U R $1 
FUNCTION FQFT3(THETA)  
Cdf9MON 
XI=-CSUB*COS( THETA) +DSUB 
dK= 1. + I X S Ui3-X I ) / S QR T 4 I X SUB- X I 1 ** 2-4-1 Y SUB- E T A SUB 
FUF T3=t3K* 51 N( THETA) * S  I N  2 -0 +THETA) 
KETUKN 
END 
XS38 ,Y SUB, ETASUB rCSU8,DSUB 
** 2 ) 
FUNCTION F-LlPT44 THFTA) 
CLJMMQN XSUB rYSUB,tTASUBvCSUB,DSUB 
X1s-C SlJB*CO 51 THETA) +DSUB 
RK= 1. +( XSUD-X I 1 /SUR Tf  ( X  SUB- X I  1**2+1 YSUB-ETASUB ) **2) 
FOFT4=BK*SI NITWETAl  *S iN(3 .0 *THETA)  
rim.mi 
EN0 
F U N t T  I n k  FOF i 5 ( THETA) 
CONM(ItJ 
XI=-CSUB*COS I THETA) +DSUB 
B K = 1  e + ( X SUB-X I 1 / SQR 1 i I XSUB- X I 1 ** 2+1 Y SUB-ETA SUB 1 **2 1 
FDF T5=U K* S I r\J ( THETA 1 * S  IN 4 4.0 *THE1 A 1 
RE [URN 
E NO 
XSUd 9 Y SUB 9 tTASUB r C  SUB 9 DSUB 
41 
FUNCTION F O F T 6 I  THETA) 
X I  =-CSU d*CO S ( THETA) +DSU6 
B K = l * + (  XSUB-XI) / S U R V (  (XSUB-XI )**Z+I  YSUB-ETASUB) * * 2 )  
FOFT6=BK*SIN(THETA)sSIN(S ,DsTHETA)  
RETURN 
END 
COMMOhI XSUB ,YSUBIETASUBICSUB~DSUB 
FUNCTION FUFT74 THETA) 
COMMON X S U B ~ Y S U B I E T A S U B I C S U ~ ~ D S U B  
X I =-C SU B*CD S t TH ETA 1 +D SU B 
BK= l .+ (  XStJB-XI) /SQRT( (XSUB-XI  ) ~ * 2 + ( Y S U B - € T A S ~ ~ ) * * 2 )  
F fJFT7=6K*SI  N ITHETA)  *SEN(6*0*THETA)  
RETURN 
I: ND 
FUNCTION FOFT8I THETA) 
CCM MON 
XI=-CSUE*GOS( THETA) +L)SUB 
B K = l , + (  XSUB-XI l / S Q K T (  (XSUR-XI 1**2+( YSUB-ETASUB)w2)  
FDFT8=BK*SI  i ~ ( T H E T A ) ~ S I N ( 7 . 0 * T H E T A )  
RETURN 
END 
Y SUB 9 Y SU B I ETASUB r G  SU B DSUB 
FUNCTION FOFT91 THETA) 
COMMON XSdB rYSUf3 tETASUBtCSUB,USUB 
X I  =-C SUR*CO S ( TH E T  A I  +DSU B 
BK=l,+( XSUB-XI)  /S€JRT( (XSUB-XI  1**2+( YSUB-ETASUB)**2) 
FOF T9=6K+ S I  N( THETA) * S  I N  4 8 -0 *THETA 1 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FOFT lO(THETA1 
CffPlMON XSUt3 pYSUB,ETASUB ~CSUBIDSUB 
XI=-CSUWCOS( THETA) +DSUP 
BK= 1 * + 1 X SUB-X I 1 / S QR T ( ( X SU 8- X I 1 **2 +( Y SUB-E T A SUB 1 ** 2 j 




SlJBROUT I N E  GAUSS (A,BIN*SUM,FOFX) 
C 
C REFERENCE SCARBUKUUGH NUM. MATH, ANAL, PAGE 147 
c HOWEVER T H I S  SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES FROM ZERO TO ONE 
C 
OIMENSION U ( 5 )  p R ( 5 )  
UI 11=,425562830509184 
U ( 2 1 = . 2 8 3 3 0 2 3 0 2 9 3 5 3 7 6  
U t 3  I = .  16029 5215850488 
U ( 5 f =. 0 1304 6735 7414 14 
R(. 1 )=,147762112357376 
R 1 2  I = .  13463 3359654998 
R (  3)=, LO9543181257991 
R ( 4  )=.07.4725674575290 
R ( 5 1 = . 0 3 333 5672 1543 44 
SUM=O,O 
F I NE=N 
DELTA=FINE/ IB-A)  
X I Z K - 1  
F I N E = A + X I  /DELTA 
DO 2 1 1 =  1,s 
UV=U( I I I / D E L T A + f  I N E  
U t 4  )=e06746 83 16 6 5 5 5 0 8  
I f  ( A - E Q - R )  RETURN 
DU 3 K z 1 . N  
2 SUM=K ( 1 1  1 *FOFX(UU)+SUM 




DO 3 t=1,5 
3 SUM=K1L)*FOFX(UU)+SUM 




SUBROUTINE MATINVIATNT~,MTDETERMI IPIVOTTINDEX~NMAXI ISCALE) 
DIMENSION IPIVOT(N) ,A(N#AXTN)TS{NMAXTM) TINDEXLNMAXI~) 









15 DO 20 J=lrN 
30 DO 550 I=l,N 
20 IPIVOTI J ) = O  
C 
C SEARCH FOR P I V O T  ErLEMENT 
C 
40 AMAX=OoO 
45 DO 105 J = I v N  
50 IF (IPIVUl(J)-lI 60, 105, 60 
50 DO 100 K = l r N  
70 I F  (IPIVDT(K1-1) 809 1001 740 





95 AMAX=A4 J 9 K )  
I F  (AMAX) 110~106r110 
106 DETERM=O-O 
I SCALE=O 
GO TO 740 
110 IPIVOTl I C O L U M ) = I P I V O T ~ I C O L U M ) + 1  
C 
c INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT P I V O T  ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 
C 
130 I F  {IRON-IGOLUM) 1 4 0 ~  2601 140 
140 DETER&-DETERM 
150 DO 200 L=lc N 
160 SWAP=A( IROW 9 1  1 
170 A(. I ROM, L )=A ( ICOLUM, t 1 
200 A (  ICOLUM,L)=SWAP 
44 
205 I F i M l  260, 2609 210 
210 DO 250 L = l ,  M 
220 SWAP=t3( I R O W I L I  
230 d ( I R O W , L ) = ~ ( I C O L U M , L )  
250 84 I C D L U M v L l = S W A P  
260 I N D E X I I v l ) = I K O W  
270 I N U E X (  1 r 2 ) = I C R L U M  
310 P I V O T = A I  ICOLUM? I C O L U M )  
I C  
c S C A L E  THE D E T E R M I N A N T  
C 
1000 P ZVUT I = P  I V U  T 
1010 O E T E R M = D E T t R M / R l  
1005 I F (  A B S I  D E T E R M I - R L )  10309 l O l O ~ l O l 0  
I S C A L E = I S C A L E + l  
I F (  AOS4 D E T E R M I - R l  I1060~ 10209 1020 
1020 U E T E R M = D E T E R M / R l  
I S C A L E = I S C A L E + l  
GO T O  1060 
1030 I F I  A H S i  DETEKM)-R2)1040r 1040,1060 
1040 DETERM=DETERM*R 1 
I S C A L E =  I SCA LE-1 
1 0 5 0 1) E T E R M= 0 t 7 E RM *R 1 
I SG AL E= I SCA LE-1  
I F t A d ~ ~ D E T E K Y ~ ~ R 2 ~ 1 O 5 0 ~ 1 0 5 0 ~ 1 0 6 U  
1060 I F ( A B S (  P I V O T  I 1-R 1 3 10909 1070 9 1070 
1070 P I V O T I = P I  V U T I  / K 1  
I SCALE= I.SCALE+I 
I F ( A B S  { P I VUT I 1-R 1 1320, 1 0 8 0 r 1 0 8 0  
1081) P I V O T I = P I V U T I / R l  
I S C R C E = I S C A L E + l  
GO TO 320 
1090 I F I A U S t  P I V O T 1  )-R2)2000,200O9320 
20130 P I V D T I = P  f V C I T I * R l  
I S C A L E =  I SCALE-  L 
I f ( ABS ( P I VO T I 1-K 2 ) 2 0 1 0 9 2 0 1 0 p 3 2 0 
2010 P I V O T  t = P  I V t 3 T I * R 1  
I S C A L E z I  SCALE-1  
320 D E T ~ R H = D E T E R M ~ P I V O T I  
C 
C D I V I D E  P I V O T  ROW BY P I V O T  ELEMENT 
C 
330 A (  ICULUM, I C O L U M ) = l s O  
45 
340 Dl3 350  L=l,N 
350 A I  ICOLUM~L)=AI ICOLUMTL)/PIVOT 
3 6 0  DO 3 7 0  L=lrM 
370 B( ICOLUHpL)=Bl ICOLUMtl) /PIVUT 
355 IF(M) 380r  3 a 0 1  360 
C 
C REDUCE NON- PIVOT ROMS 
C 
380 DO 550 Ll-lPN 
390 IFILL-ICOLUM) 4001 550r 400 
420 A(L 1, ICOLUM )=O-O 
430 DO 450 L=l*N 
450 A(t 1 T L 1 = A  (1 1 T 1) -A( I COLUMT L) *T 
455 IF(M) 550r 5501 460 
460 DO 500 L=l,M 
500 BlLl,L)=BIL l , L l - B (  ICQLUMIL) *T 
400 T=AILL. ICOLUM) 
5 5 0  CONTINUE 
C 
C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 
C 
600 DO 7 1 0  I=l?N 
610 L=N+l-I 
620 IF (INDEXIL,l)-INOEX(Lt2) 1 6 3 0 r  7 1 0 9  630 
630 JKOW=INDEX( L I 11 
640 
650 DO 705 K=lrN 
660 SV~AP=A(ICTJROW) 
6 7 0  A{KIJROW)=A(KIJGOLUM) 
7 0 0  A(KvJCULUMI=SWAP 
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SAMPLE CASE 
Both  /npuf Wing 
And W i n g  Used ln 





PROGRAM MNCAMBR l INPUTTOUTPUT,TAPE~=INPUTI  TAPE6=OUTPUT) 
TO SOLVE FOR THE MEAN CAMBER SURFACE REQUIRED TO SUPPORT A G I V E N  
PRESSURE LOADING ON A VARIABLE SWEEP PLANFORMp(Z/C) V S e  ( X / C )  
DIMENSIRN Y (41) r E T A f 4 1 ) r C [ 4 l ) r D ( 4 1 )  T Q P I  110,l) T P H I ~  1 0 1 1 V E L 4 1 ) r B ( 4 1 )  
1 r bd f 10 1 9 RE s 1 D( 10 T 4 1 1 9 SUMS 1 9 AL 
Z T ( 4 1 )  T A S T  { 10~10) ?CUT( 10 110) ,CONSTI 1 1 0 9 1  
10 9 4 1 1 ‘I D f  ( 1 0 9 s UML 4 11 0 9 1 10 1 9 YUf ( 10 9 4 
REAL MACH 
CO%MObJ 
EXTERNAL f O F T l r  FOFTZ, FOFT3, F O F T ~ ~ ~ F O F T ~ ~ F D ~ T ~ ~ F O F T ~ , F O F T ~ ~ ~ O ~ T ~ I F ~ ~  
XSUB I YSU 8 TETASUB T C s i l B ~  DSUB r B  s ( 10 T 1) 9 X 10 , Xc r NS 
l T l O  ,MU 
500 ‘FflRMAT(bF12..5) 
5 0 1  FORMATI l H l p  58x9  13HGEOMETRY D A T A / / / )  
5 0 2  FORMAT( l H l p 5 7 X ~  l6HMEAN CAMBER D A T A / / / )  
5 0 3  FURMA.T( ~ O X ? ~ H X Z P P = ? F ~ . ~ T ~ X I ~ H Y Z P P = ~ F ~ ~ T )  
5 0 4  FURMAT( 50x9  5HX3NP=,F9*5 9 5 x 1  5HY3NP=,F9-5 1 
505 F O K M A T ( ~ ~ X , ~ H X ~ P P = T F ~ ~ ~ T ~ X , ~ H Y ~ P P = , F ~ ~ ~  I 
5 0 6  F O R M A T ( ~ ~ X , ~ H X ~ P P = T F ~ - ~ , ~ X T ~ H Y ~ P P = ~ F ~ , ~ )  
5 0 7  F O K M A T ( ~ ~ X T ~ H X ~ N P = ~ F ~ - ~ , ~ X , ~ ~ Y ~ N P = T F ~ ~ ~ )  
5 0 8  F O R M A T ( ~ ~ X , ~ H X ~ P P = , F ~ - ~ , ~ X , ~ H Y ~ P P = T F ~ ~ ~  I 
5 0 9  FURMAT (40x1 ZHCASE NUMBEK=rF6-0,5X, 14HSYMMETRY C O D E = T F ~ - ~ ,  5 x 1  12HHAC 
1 H  NUM3kR=rF9-5 )  
5 10 FORMAT ( 1HO) 
5 1 1  FORMAT(8F9.5) 
5 1 2  FORMAT( 1 H 1 )  
5 13  F O R M A T  ( hX3H X / C 9  X3HX/C9X3HX/C9X3HX/C 9X3H X/C9X3HX/C9X3HX/C9X3HX/C9X3 
1HX/C9X3HX/C 1 
5 1 4  FORMAT(15X937HIF  SYMMETRY CODE I S  EQUAL TO l r T H E  SPAN LOADING IS S 
5 1 5  FORRAT( / / / / 5 2 X ,  17HMEAN CAMBER SHAPE// 1 
5 1 6  FURMAT 4 X f 7  
17.5,5Xfi.7*!5) 
lYMYETRICAL/OTHER THAN 1 9  I f  IS ANTISYMMETRICAL) 
5 95 XF7.5 9 5XF7.5 T 5XF7 o 59 5XF7 - 5 T 5XF7.59 5XF7.5 I 5 X f  7- 59 5XF 
5 1 7  
5 1 8  FORMAT{ 20x9  15HSTATION NUMBER=p14v 10x9 18HSPANWISE LOCATION=sF9-5 rLO 
FORMAT ( 5 5 x 1  3HX/C 1 6 X  9 3HZ/C 1 
~XTSHCHURD=, F 9 - 5 )  
5 19 FORMAT ( lOFl2.5 1 
520 F I I R M A T  ( 7x9 2HA1 T L O X  r 2 H A 2  9 10x1 2HA3r  10X92HA4r  10x1 ZHA5r  ~ O X T ~ H A ~ T  LOXZH 
4% 9 8HCON PT. 41 4xT 
9 
1A71  LOX, 2 I iA8 I 1 O X  9 2HA9r  10x9 3HA1O) 
5 2 1  FORMAT f 4 X  9 8HCUN F‘To 1 9 4X v 8HCON PT- 2 9 4X 8 HCON o P l o  3 
18HC ON 
2r4X9YHCON.PT.10) 
P T e 5 9 4 X 1 t3 HC ON P T o  6 r 4 X  9 8hc0n oP T- 7 T 4 X  p 8 HCON PT * 8 9 4 X  9 8HC ON- PT 
68 
5 2 2  FORMAT( 30x1 3HASPECT RAT I O = ,  F9.5 r 5 X 9  14HPLANFORM AREA=, F 9 - 5 1 5 X e  14HAV 
lERAGE CHORD=rF9.5//10X21HMEAN GEOPfETRLC CHOKD=rF9.595X959HX L O E A T I  
2 0 N  OF THE LEADING EDGE OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHDRD=,F9-5/ 30X39HY 
3LUCATION OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD=,F9-5//) 
5 2 4  FLIRMAT I 15x9 l l H K  OOT CHORD=,F9o5,5Xv l O H T 1  P CHORD= pF9-  59 5x9 15HFOREW I N  
1G CHORD=,F9 a 5,5X920HOVERALL TAPER RAT 1 0 = 9 F 9 - 5 / / 4 5 X l  LHY L E  BREAK=, F 
29.595X9 l l H Y  TE BREAK=,F9*5//25X17HX P I V O T  LOCATION=,F9s5,5X17HY P I  
3VOT LDCATION=rF9*5 ,5X,17HZ P I V O T  L O C A T I U N = , F ~ ~ ~ / / ~ ~ X I ~ ~ H T E  CHORD E
4 XTE NS I U N = r F  9 5 1 
5 2 5  FURMAT(4F6.0) 
5 2 6  FORMAT( / / / / 4 0 X 5 9 H L O C A T I D N  OF PEKIMETER POINTS FOR THE PLANFORM USE 
10 AS. INPUT)  
1 OF STATIONS SPANWISE ON A PANE1 WHERE PKESSUKE MODES ARE DEFINED= 
5 2 7  FORMAT( //5X35HNUMBEK OF CHURDWISE PKESSUKE MODES=,F 5-01 5X72HNUMBER 
2 r F 5 - 0 1  
528 F O R M A T ~ ~ O X T ~ ~ H S L O P E S I  (W/UI ,AT CONTROL POINTSvFROM FRONT TO REAR/ / )  
5 2 9  FIIRMAT( 50X,9HXlPP= OelOX,9HYlPP= 0-  1 
5 3 0  FORMAJI57Xv12HCASE NUMBER=*F6*0)  
5 3 2  FURMATI52X,7HXl=  O * r l O X ,  7HY l=  0.1 
5 3 5  FUKMAT152Yv 3HX2=9F9.59 5X,3HY2=,F9-51 
5 3 6  FORMAT( 52x9  3 H X 3 = r F 9 a 5 , 5 X v 3 H Y 3 = ~ F 9 * 5 I  
5 3 7  FORMAT ( 5 2 x 1  3HX4=, F 9  - 5 ~ 5  X, 3 H Y 4 = 9  g9.5 1 
5 4 0  FORMAT(. 5 0 x 9  5HX6AP=,F9-5,5X,5HY6AP=rF9.5 1 
5 4 5  fURMAT(52X,3HX5=,F9.5,5X13HY5-,F9*5 1 
5 4 8  FORMAT(5X,23HLE INBOARD SWEEP ANGLE=,F9-5,5X* 32HLE I N I T I A L  OUTBOAR 
1D SWEEP ANGLE=, F9.5 r 5 X r 3 0 H L E  F I N A L  OUTBOARD SWEEP A&GLE=,F9.5/5X* 
223HTE INBOARD SWEEP ANGLE=,F9.5,5X, 32HJE I N I T I A L  OUTBOARD SWEEP AN 
3GLE=rF9.5,5X,30HTE F I N A L  OUTBOARO SWEEP ANGLE=,F9*5//5X,40 
4HCHANGE I N  OUTER PANEL SWEEP A N G L E I O E L T A = ~ F ~ - ~ < ~ X , ~ ~ H P I V O T  CANT AN 
5GFE I N  P I T C H = , F ~ ~ O T ~ X , ~ ~ H P I V O T  CANT ANGLE I N  R D L L = r F 3 . 0 / / )  
549 FORMAT 4 5 1 X 9 4HX6 A = , f 9 *  5 9 4 X  ,4HYbA= 
5 5 0  F O R M A T ( ~ ~ X S ~ H X ~ = , F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X , ~ H Y ~ = ~ F ~ . ~ )  
5 5 1  FORMAT( 2 X 9 1 2 2 H T U T A l  WING PLANFOKM(MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD AND I T S  LOC 
F 9  5 1 
l A T I O N  ARE I N V A L I D  I F  THE PLANFORM HAS A T R A I L I N G  EDGE CHORD EXTENS 
2 ION 1 / / /  1 
5 5 3  FORMAT4 / / /33X,72HLOCATION OF PEKIMETER POINTS FOR PLANFORM TO BE U 
ZSED I N  THE COMPUfATIONS/40X,57HWHEN NONDIMENSIONALIZED BY THE S E M I  
2SPAN RATIO G I V E N  ABOVE) 
1X A F T / / )  
5 5 5  FORMAT(40Xe57HWHERE THE O R I G I N  I S  A T  THE HALF ROOT CHOKDsPOSITIVE 
5 5 5  F O R M A T ( ~ ~ X , ~ H X ~ = , F ~ . ~ , ~ X , ~ H Y ~ = S F ~ * ~ )  
5 5 8  FURMAT( 25x9  33H( SEMI SPAN AT F I N A L  OUTBOARD SWEEP,37H/SEMISQAN AT IN 





























554 FORMAT( 31X69HPOLYNOMIAL C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF ( X / C )  * I N  ORDER tlf I N C R E A S I  
LNG POWERS 9 F  X / C / / I  
560 FORMATI 51x1 2F9.5) 
I N P U T  DATA 
I F  T H E  WXNG DOES NUT HAVE A L E A D I N G  EDGE BREAK SET B l R A T  AND C H I  
EQUAL T O  ZERO 
I F  THE WING UOES NOT HAVE T R A I L I N G  EDGE BREAK SET BZRAT AND PSI 
EQUAL TU ZERO 
I F  T H E  WXNG DOES NOT HAVE A V A R I A B L E  SWEEP OUTER PANEL SET DELTT 
XP AND YP EQUAL TO ZERO 
I F  THE SPAY LOADING IS TO d E  SYMMETRICAL SET THE SYM CODE EQUAL TO 
O N E ,  I F  ANTISYMMETRICAL SET THE SYM CODE EQUAL TO TWO 
V A R I B L k  SWEEP G€OMETRY PROGRAM 
P I =  3.146 59265 
K A D = 1 8 0 e / P I  








Z P = O .  
C 
CHDE XX=CHDE X T 
I SYM=SYM 




NMAX=2* I SSS T- 1 
NNI I = I S S S T + l  
JKM AX= J MAX* I S SST 
MSMAX=10 
NSM AX= 1 0 
L5= 1 
I T T U = l  
CHI=CHI /RAD 
ALAMD=ALAMD/KAD 
PSI=PSI  /RAD 
OELTA=OfLT/RAD 
SIGMA=S IGM/RAD 
RHO= RHH /RAD 
TANC=TAN I CH I 1 
TANL=TANi ALAMD) 
TANP-TANIPSI )  
8 i= B l R A T  4r BO 
82=82RAT*f30 
BETA=SQRT( 1 *-MACH**2) 
C 
C 
TAN DE=T AN{ P I /2- +DEL TA 1 
CR=BO* ( 4- /AR-82 RAT*TANP-TANC* €3 1 KAT * 1 61 RAT-B2KAT-1- 3 )-TANL* 
l ~ ~ l R A T * I 6 2 R A T - B l R A T + i ~ ~ - B 2 R A T ) ~ * ~ l o / ~ 6 2 R A ~ * ~  l , -T PER)+( lo+TAPER))  1 
OMEGAzATAN 
1-&2RAT*TANP+TANL 1 1 
TANU=TAN( Orul€GA) 
EOMEG=OMEGA+DEL TA 
AL AME= A L  AMD +DEL T A 
TANE=TAN (EOMEGI 
TANA=TAN ( AL AME 1 
CR=CR+C HDEX T 
X2=-CR/2o 
Y 2 = 0 * 0 0  
22=0.00 
I 1  l - , / i  1*-82RAT 1 1  * I  [TAPER-1 - 1  *( CK/BOl  +RlRAT*(TANC-TANL) 
c 
71 
X3=-CR/ 2, +B L*TANC 
Y3=!31 
XI=-CS/ 2 a +B 1 * ( TANC- TANL 
Y4=00  
Z 3 = 0  e 0 0  
+BO *T ANL 
L4=0.00 
X5=CR/2.  +B2 * ( TAN P-TANO 1 +BO*TANU-CHDEXT 
Y5=RO 
Z5=0.00 
Y 6 A = 8 2  
X 6 =  X 6  A- C HDE X T 
Y 6 =  Y 6 A  
Z6= 0.00 
X6A=CR/2*+BZ*TANP 
Z b A = O * O O  
X7=CR/2 e 
Y 7= 0.00 
Z7=0.00 
XZPP=X2 
Y 2 P  P=Y 2 
Z2P P= ZZ 






I F t D E L T A m E Q * O * )  GO TO 3 6 0  
X3PP=XP+( X3-XP) *COS ( SIGMA ) *COS(  DELTA)+(  YJ-YP )*COS(RHU)*SENf DELTA) 
Y3P P=Y P- ( X3- XP 1 *COS 1 5 IGMA * 5 1 N [ DELTA 1 +( Y 3-Y P 1 *COS ( RHO 1 *COS 4 DELTA 1 
Z3PP=I  X3-XP 1 * S i  N( SIGMA 1 *COS (RHO ) - IY  3-YP 1 *SI NIRHO) 
X4P P=XP+ 4 X4-XP) *COS 4 S IGMA )*COS ( D E L T  A 1 +( Y4-YP )*COS { RHO)*SIN( DELTA) 
Y4P P-YP- I X4-XP 1 +COS ( SIGMA 1 * S I N  1 OELT A 1 +( Y4-YP 1 *COS ( RHO 1 *COS( DELTA) 
Z4P P= ( X 4 -  XP 1 * S I N I  SIGMA 1 +COS I RHO 1- l Y4-YP 1 * S I N  RHO 1 
X5 P P=X P + X 5 -XP 1 *COS ( 5 I G  MA 1 * COS ( DEL T A 1 +( Y5- Y P 1 +COS ( 8 HO 1 * S  1 N 1 DEL T A 1 
Y5PP=YP-IXS-XPI *Cas ( SIGMA ) + S I N f  DELTA)+(  YS-YP )*COSf RHO)*COS( DELTA) 
1 +( Z3-ZP 1 * I C O S  ( S  IGMA ) * S I  N(  RHO ) * S  I N ( U E L T A  ) - S I N  I SIGMA 1 +COS( RHO 1 )  
1 + [ Z 3-ZP 1 + I  COS ( S I GMA 1 * 5 1 N ( RHO 1 %OS ( DEL J A 1 + S  1 N ( 5 IGMA 1 * S  1 N DELTA b 1 
1+( Z3-ZP 1 *COS I S I G Y A )  *COS (Rt.113 )+ZP 
L+ 1 Z4-ZP 1 * ( C O S  ( S IGMA 1 *SI N (  RHO 1 * S I N (  DELTA I-SIN ( S  IGMA 1 *COS(RHO) ) 
1 + i Z 4-ZP 1 * ( C  flS I S I GMA 1 * 5 1 N ( RHD 1 *COS ( DELTA) + S I N  ( 5 IGHA 1 * S I N (  DELTA 1 1 
L+(Z4-ZP)*COS(SIGYAl*ClJS(RHO1+ZP 
1+( Z5-ZP 1 *(CIIS(S IGMA 1 * S I N  (RHO 1 *S I N ( D E L T 4  ) -S IN  ( S  IGMA 1 *COS(RHO) 1 
72 
l + (Z5 -ZP) * (COS(S IGMA)s  S I N ( R H O ) ~ C O S ( D E l T A l + S I N ( S I G M A ) * S I ~ ( ~ ~ L T A ) ~  
ZSPP=( X5-XP 1 * S I N  ( SIGMA 1 *COS I RHO I-( Y 5-YP 1 +SIN(  RHO) 
l + ( Z S - Z P ) * C O S ~ S I G M A ) ~ C U S ~ R ~ O ~ j ~ P  
X6PP=XP+ (X6-XP) *COS ( S  IGMA 1 *COS(UELTA1 + f  Y6-YP)*COS(RHO)*S IN4 DELTA) 
1+ I Z6-ZP 1 * ( C O S  ( S IGMA 1 *SI N I  RHO) *S IN (DELTA ) - S I N  { S I GN 
Y6PP=YP-(X6-XP) *COS1 S f G M A ) ~ S I M ( D E L T A ) + I Y 6 - Y P ) * C D S  )+COSIDELTA) 
1+ ( Z6-ZP 1 * I  COS4 S f GMA 1 * S I N (RHO )*COS( DELTA + S I N (  S IGMA ) *S IN(  D E l T A  3 
Z6PP=( X6-XP f *SI N ( S I  GWA) *COS I RHO 1- (Y6-YP I * S I N  I RHO) 
1+( ZB-ZP 1 *COS I SI GMA) *COS I RHO 1 +ZP 
IF((Y3-Y2PP).EQ.O.l GO TO 208 
A2PP=IX3 -XZPP) / 1Y3 -YZPP 3 
GO TO 209 
OS(KH0) )  
208 AZPP=Oo 
209 I f ( ( Y B - Y 7 P P ) e E Q - O * )  GD TO ‘210 
AbPP={X6 - X 7 P P ) / ( Y 6  -Y7PP) 
GO TO 211 
210 A6PP=O- 
211 I F 1  1Y4PP-Y3PP),EQ.00) GO TO 212 
A3PP=fX4PP-X3PP I / (Y4PP-Y3PP 1 
GL3 TO 2 1 3  
212 A3PP=O. 
213 IF( IY5PP-Y6PP),EQo0,) GO TO 214 
ASPP=(X5PP-X6PP) / (YSPP-Y6PP) 
GO TO 215  
214 A5PP=O. 
215 IFf  ( ( X 3 - X 2 P P l ~ * 2 + ( Y 3 - Y 2 P P ~ + + 2 ) o E ~ . 0 . )  GJ TO 216 
G2PP=( 23 -L2PP I / ( (  X 3  -XZPP ) * *2+(Y 3 -Y2PP 1 **2 )**e5 
GO TO 217 
216 G2PP=O. 
217 I F (  ( ( X 7 P P - X h ) * ~ Z + ( Y T P P - Y 6 ~ ~ ~ 2 ) . € Q . O . )  GD Tn 218 
GbPP=(Z6 - Z 7 P P ) / ( (  X7PP-X6 1**2+(Y7PP-Y6 )**-2)**.5 
GO TO 219 
218 G6PP=O. 
219 If( IA3PP-AZPPl.EQ.O.1 GO TO 2 2 0  
X3NP= 4 A ~ P P * X ~ P P - A ~ P P * X ~ P P + A ~ P P * I ~ ~ P P * ~ Y ~ P P - Y Z P P  1 I / ( A 3 P P - A 2 P P l  
Y3NP= 
GO TO 2 2 1  
220 X3NP=X2PP 
Y3NP=Y2PP 
221 Z 3 N P = I ( X 3 N P - X 2 P P ) * * Z + ( Y 3 N P - Y L P P ) ~ + 2 ) * ~ = 5 ~ G 2 P P + ~ Z P P  
IF( (A6PP-A5PP).EQ.01) GD TO 222 
Y6NP=( XSPP-X7PP+A6PP*Y?PP-A5PP*Y!5PP I /  (A6PP-ASPP 3 
( X2PP-X4P P+A3 PP*Y 4PP-&2P?* Y2P P 1 / ( A 3PP-A2P P 1 
A 6 P P + X S P P - A 5 P P + X 7 P P + A 5 P P * A b P P - Y S P P l  ) / (A&PP-A5PP)  
73 
GO TO 2 2 3  
2 2 2  X6MP=X7PP 
Y6NP=Y7PP 
2 2 3  ZbNP=[ 4 X6NP-X7PP )**L+iY6NP-Y7PP f * * 2  I**, 5*GbPP+Z7PP 
I F I C H D E X T * E Q * O * )  GO T O  342 
X6NP=X6PP+( Y6-Y6PP) *A5PP 
Y6nlP=Yh 
Z6NP=( X6AP-X6NP 1 * t  Z6A-Z6) / ( X 6 A - X 6 1  +Z6AP 
IF(Y4PP,LT.Y5PP)  YMAX=Y5PP 
Y MA X l = Y  M A X  
GO TTI 410 
411 YMAX=Y4PP 
Y M A X l = Y  M A X  
410 XZPP=XZPP/YMAX 
YZ?P=Y2PP/YYAX 
Z2PP=L2 P P I Y  MAX 
X 3N P = X3 N P / Y MA X 
Y3NP=Y3 NP/Y M A X  
Z 3 N P = Z 3 N P / Y MA X 
X4PP=X4 PP/Y MAX 
Z4PP=Z4PP/Y 4AX 
X5P P= X 5 P P /Y MA X 
Z5P P= Z5 PP/Y MAX 
X 6 A  P= X 6  AP /Y  M A X  
Y 6 A  P= Y 6 AP / Y  MAX 
Z 6 A  P = Z 6 A P /Y  MA X 
X6N P= X6 NP / Y  VAX 
Y6NP=Y b NP/Y M A X  
Z6NP=Z6 NP/Y "IAX 
X7P P=X7 PP/Y MAX 
Y7P P=Y7PP/YMAX 
Z7PP=Z7 PP/Y M A X  
XP=XP/Y M A X  
YP= Y P/Y MAX 
ZP= ZP/YMAX 
CR= CR / Y  M A X  
Y4P P=Y4 PP/Y NAX 
Y5P P=Y5 PP/YMAX 
CHU EX T= CHDE X T/Y MA X 
I F ( A B S (  ALAMf-CHI )-GE*O.,OOO174) GO TO 765 
X3NP=X2PP 
Y3Y P=YZPP 
3 4 2  I F ( Y 4 P P e G E a Y 5 P P )  GO TO 411  
74 
Z 3N P= 22  PP 
X6N P= X7 PP 
Y6N P=Y7 PP 
Z6N P= Z7PP 
X 6 A  P=X7 PP 
Y6AP=Y7PP 
Z6AP= 27PP 
X6A P= X 7  PP 
Y6AP=Y7 PP 
Z 6 A  P=Z7 PP 
7 6 5  I F ~ A 5 S ~ E f l M E G ~ P S I ~ ~ G E . 0 . 0 0 0 L 7 4 ~ O R , G H O E X T ~ N E ~ O ~ O ~  GO TO 767 
767 IF(CHOEXT.NE.O.0) GO TO 766 
766 I F ( Y 6 A P - E Q e Y 6 N P )  GO TO 1 0 5 0  
CHD E X X= 0 0 0 
GO TO 1 0 5 1  
10 5 1  SAD O=CHDEXX *Y 6NP 
1050 CHDEXX=X6AP-X6NP 
Y M A X = 1  m 00 
Y M I N= AM I N 1 ( Y 4 PP 9 Y 5 P P 1 
I3 1R AP=Y 3NP 
B2RAP=Y 6NP 
362 X6NPl=X6NP 
Y6N P 1 =Y 6 NP 
Z6NPl=Z6NP 
X6NP=X6NPl-Y6NPL*TANE 
TANU=( Z6NPL-Z5PPI  / ( I X6NPl-X 5PP 1 **2+ ( YbNP1-YSPP 1 **2 1 **, 5 
Z6NP= Z6NPl - (  ( X ~ N P - X ~ J N P Z I * + ~ + ( Y ~ N P - Y ~ N P ~  )**2) **.5*TANU 
CR=X6NP-X2P P 
OK1 GNN= ( X6NP-X7PP 1 / 2, 
X2P P=X2 PP-OR I GKN 
X3 N P=X 3 N P-0 R I GN N 
X 4 P  P=X4PP-O R I GNN 
X S P  P=X5 PP-0 K I GN N 
X6NPrX6NP-0 R I GN N 
X6AP=X6 AP-fl R I GN N 
X7P P=0* 00 
BZRAP=0. 00 
TANP=O. 000000 
GO TQ 361 
3 6 0  X3NP=X3 
Y3NP=Y3 
I F (  Y6NP-Y7PPl 362,361,361 









X 6N P= X 6  
Y hN P =.Y 6 
ZhN P= Z6 
S At) U= Cti 0 E XX *Y 5 N P 
6 1R AP=Y 3NP 
BZKAP=Y 6NP 
361  TANUP-TANE- TANP 
TANUL=T ANE- TANA 
T A N O G T  ANE- TANC 
TAN L C = 1- A N A- T A NC 
TANLP=TANA-TANP 
TAN PC= T A NP- T A NC 
I F ( Y 4 P P * G E s Y S P P )  XCBLEN= 
1 (CK+Y 3hP*TANLC-YSNP+TANOP+Y 5PP*TANOL f *( Y4PP*I-CR/Z.-Y 3NP+TANFC) 
3+Y4PP*Y5PP+YSPP**2) *TANA/3.) 
2+(  Y4PP+Y5PP 1 / 2 *  * I  Y4PP*:TANA- (-CR/2 o-Y3NP+TANLC 1 I - (  Y4PP**2 
I F (  Y4PPeLTe Y5PP) XCBLEM= 
1 ( CR + Y 3 N P * T A NL C- Y 6 NP *TAN 0 P +Y 4 P  P* T A n01 J *t Y 5 PP * 1 -C R/ 2 --Y 3 N P* T A NL  C 
2 + Y 4 P P + ( T A N B - T A N O E ) ) + ( Y S P P + Y Q P P + Y 4 ~ P ) / Z ~ * ( Y 5 P P ~ T A N ~ E - ( - ~ ~ / 2 - - Y 3 N P ~ T A N L C  
3 + Y  4 PP * ( TAN A-T AN U E 1 1- I .  / 3 * ( Y 5 P P * * 2  +Y 5P P*Y4P P+Y 4 P  P**2 1 * TAN0 E 1 
CR=CR-C t tUEX X 
S=2 e * k Y 3N P +*2 * T ANL C / 2. + Y 6NP **2*T AN OP / 2  + Y PI I N* f CR+Y 3NP* T AN1 C 
l-YbNP*T ANOP + YM I N* TANOL/ 2 1 + 




C C ~ A R ~ X C ~ A K I A N D  YCBAR ARE NOT V A L I D  FOR A DISCONTINUOUS T R A I L I N G  EDGE 
C 
C 
YLBAK= Z./S*(CR/2** Y M I N  **2+Y6NP +*3*TANOP/6.-Y3NP**3+?ANLC/6. 
l + Y M I N * ~ 2 ~ ( Y M I Y / 3 ~ * T A N O L + Y 3 M P / 2 . + T A N L C ~ Y S N P / ~ ~ ~ T ~ N ~ P ~  
Z + ( Y M A K + 2 . ~ Y Y E N ) ~ ( Y M A X - Y M I N ) / 6 * * ( C R + Y 3 N P ~ ~ A N F C - Y 6 N P * T A N ~ P  
3 +Y E4 I N*T ANOL 1 t 
CAV=S/I 2.*YMAX) 
I F  ( B 1RAP-i32 RAP 1 303 1 304 t 304 
76 
303 CBAR=2o/S* (CR**2*Y3NP+CR*Y3NP**2*TANPC*Y3NP**3*~ANP~*~2 /3 .  + 
1 (CR+Y3NP*TAMLC 1 **2* 
2TANLP+( Y6NP**3-Y3NP**3) *TANLP**2/3. + 
3 ( C R + Y 3 N P * T A N L C - Y 6 N P * T A N O P ) ~ * 2 * ~ Y M I N - Y 6 N P ) + ~ Y M I N * ~ 2 - Y 5 N P * * 2 ~ ~ T A N O L *  
T t Y M A X - Y M I N ) / 3 - ~ ( C R + Y 3 N P * T A N L C - Y ~ N P * T A N Q P + Y ~ I N ~ T A N O L ) * * Z )  
Y6NP-Y3 NP j - (YONP**2-Y3MP**2 1 * (CR+Y3NP*TANLC 1 * 
4 I C R + Y 3 N P * T A N L C - Y ~ N P * T A N ~ P ~ + ( ~ M I N * * 3 - Y g N P * ~ 3 ) * l ~ N O L * ~ 2 / 3 * +  
XCBAR=2, /S* ( -YHIN /2 . *CR**2+CR/2 . * (1 .5 *Y3NP**2~ lA~LC-Y6NP**2*TAN~P 
1 /2 + Y M I  N **2 *i 3 ,  +TANA-TANE 1 / 2 0-3 o 0 * Y  MI N*Y3NP* TANLC+Y M IN*YSNP * 
2TANOP 1 +Y3PiP **3* TANLC* ( 2 ,*TANA-4.*TANC+T ANP 1 /6. +YbNP**3*TANA*TANOP/ 
35.+YMIN**3*TANA+TANOL/3. -Y3NP**2*YMIN*TANLC**2i (YMIN*Y3NP*Y~NP 
4-Y3NP/2 ,*Y6NP**2)*TANOP*TANLC+Y3NP/2.*YM?N**2*TANLC*~ 2o*TANA-TANE1 
S-Y6NP/2-*YMIN**2*TANA*TANOP+ 
6XCBLEH 1 
GO TO 301 
3 04 Ci3AR=2* /S*( CR**2*Y6 NP+CR*YbN?**2+ TANPC+ YbNP **3* TANPC**2/3* + (CK 
L - Y 6 N P * T A N O P ) + * 2 * ( Y 3 N P - Y 6 N P ) ~ ~ ~ R - Y ~ N P * T A N ~ P ~ * ( Y ~ N P ~ * 2 - Y ~ N P * * 2 )  
2 * T A N O C + I Y 3 N P * * 3 - Y b N P ~ * 3 ) * T A N U C ~ * 2 / 3 .  + 
3(CR+Y3NP*TANLC-Y6bJP*TANOP)**Z*iYMIN-Y3NP 1 +ICR+Y3NP*TANLC-Y6NP* 
4TANflP 1 *TANOL*( Y MIN**2-Y 3NP**2 1 + 
5 ( Y M A X - Y M I N ) / 3 , * ( C R + Y 3 N P ~ T A ~ L C - Y 6 N P + T A N O ? + Y ~ I N ~ T A N O L ) * * 2 )  
13/3.*TANC*TANPC- ~Y3NP-YSNP)*CH/2 , * (CR-YgNP*fANOP)+(Y3NP**2-  
2YbNP**2 1 /2. * ( - C R * T A N O C / 2 . + T A N C * ( C ~ - Y ~ N P + J A N O P )  )+(Y3NP**3-Y6NP**31/ 
3 3 * 4 TAN C* T A NO C 1 + [YMIN-Y3NP)* ( (CK+Y3NP*TANLC-Y6NP*TANOP)* ( -CR/2  
4*-Y3NP*TANLG 1 1 + (YMIN**2-Y3NP**2 ) / Z .  *i  TANA*[ GR+Y 3NP*TANLC-Y6NP*TANO 
6XCBLEM 1 
+ ( YMIN**3-Y3NP** 31 *TANOL**Z/3- 
X C O A R = Z a / S * ( - Y 6 N P / Z , * C ~ * * 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ P * * ~ / 2 . * (  CK+TANC-CR/Za*TANPC) +Y6NP** 
5 P 1 + T A NO L * ( - C R / 2 - Y 3 N P 8 T A NL C j 1 + ( Y M I N * * 3- Y 3 N P * + 3 1 / 3. * TAN A * TAN OL + 
301 ARN=4**YMAX**Z/S 






DO 2 I=l ,NSMAX 
DO 1301 I N - l t l O  
2 W ( I ) = l .  
1301 BS( I N ,  1 )=O. 
C 
C READ I N  TYE VALUES Of THE COEFFIC IENTS OF THE LOADING FUNCTIONS 
C THEY ARE THE Q P ( J Z t 1 1  
c 
77 
READ( 5 9 5 11) QP ( JZ, 11 T J Z = l  T J KMAX) 
C 
C 
CHI  B=ATAN(TANC/BETA) 
ALAMB=A TAN( 1 ANA/BET A 1 
P S I  B=AT AN ( T ANP/ BETA 
OMEGB=Al AN( TANE/BETAl  
TANCR=TAN(CHIB) 
TANLB=TANI ALAMt33 
TAN PB=TAN( P S I B1 
TANOD=TANIUMEGB) 
TAN LCB= TANL 6-T A NCB 
TANLPB-1 ANL 8-TANPB 
TAN PC B= T ANP U-T A NCB 
T ANOCB= T AhrOf.3-T A NC3 
r ANOL t3= TAN0 13-TA NC t3 
TAN 0 P t3= T A NO B- 1 A N P B 
ETA( ISSST)=O.O 
Y (I SSST )=O. 0 
00 7 NP=NNII,NMAX 
ANP=NP 
E J A  I NP) =SIN I t ANP-SSS T A )  *PI 
Y 1 NP) =ETA(  NP I 
/ f 2 * 0 * S S S T A )  l 
CHDSUB=O- 
I F ( F T A  NP 1 GT ( Y 6NP-O 10 1 m A ND. ET A ( N P 3 m L E. Y6NP. AND-C HOE X X -NE r. 0.1 
lCHDSUB=CHDEXX*( 1.-I Y6NP-ETA INP 1 1 / 10) /BETA 
I F I E T A ( N P ) . G T , Y 6 N P . A N D , C H D E X X . N E , D .  1 CHUSUB=CHDEXX/BETA 
I F ( Y 3 N P - G E - Y b N P )  GO TO 307 
IF [ETA(NP) .CE.Y3NPl  GO TO 309 
C ( N P 1 =( CR+E T A ( N P 1 *T ANPC B-CHDSUB 1 / 2 e 0 
D ( N P 1 =E T A 
DI F F 3=E T A 1  N P 1 -0.  
N P 1 * ( 1 ANP B+ TA NC B 1 / 2 0-C HD SU D/ 2 0 
3 1 2  IF ( ITTU.NE.2 )  GO TO 314 
IUSX=NP- l  
I UST=NP-2 
C (  IUSX)= ( lO .O*Ct  I U S X ) + 2 . 0 * C ( I U S T ) ) / l 2 .  
D ( I U S X ) = ( l 3 . ' J * D (  I U S X ) + 2 , 0 * D ( I U S T ) ) / 1 2 *  
I T T U = l  
I TTLI=2 
3 1 4  IF ( D I F F 3 , L T - O , . U R . D I F F 3 , G T 1 - 0 1 )  GO TO 3 2 3  
323 I F [ N P - N N I I I  79697 
309 IF(ETA1NP).GE.Y6NP) GO TU 327 
C ( N P 1 = ( CK+Y 3NP * T A NL C t3-E T A ( N P 1 *T ANL P B-CH 0we3 1 / 2 * 0 
78 
D4 NP 1={-Y 3NP*TANlCB+ETA I & P I  * I  TANPB+ TANL B 1-CHDSUB 1 /2-0 
D I F F 3 z E  T A (  NP 1 -Y 3YP 
GO TO 312 
C ( N P 
D I  F€-3=E 3 A t  N P 1 -YhNP 
GO TO 312 
CATY4=CR+Y3 NP*T ANLC B-Y6 NP+TANOPB+Y4PP+T ANilL B-CH DSUB 
D A T Y 4 = X I P P /  BETA+GATY4/2. 
C ( N P I = ,  5 * CATY4-CATY4* l ETA( NP 1-YM I N  1 / ( YMAX-YMI N 1 1 
D(YP)=DATY4+(  X5PP/RETA-DATY41 * t  ETA(  NP 1-YMIN 1 / (  Y MAX-YMIN B 
DI F F3=E T A I  N P 1 -Y HI N 
GO TO 312 
327 IF(ETA(NP).G€.YMIN) GD 10 3 3 1  
CR+Y 3NP* r ANLCB-Y6NP*TANOPBjE TA ( V  P ) *TANOL B-CHDSUB 1 / 2.0 
D ( N P ) = I - Y 3 N P * T A N L C B - Y ~ ~ P * T A N ~ P B + E T A ( N P ) * [ ~ A N ~ ~ + T A N ~ B ) - C H D S U B 1 / 2 - 0  
331 I F ( Y M I N * E Q * Y 5 P P )  GO TO 340 
340 C ( N P ) = I Y 4 P P - E T A ( N P I ) / ~ 2 . O ~ ( Y ~ P P - Y S P P ) )  *iCR+Y3NP*TANLCB-Y6NP 
1 *TAN0 Pi3 + Y  5 P P* T ANOL B-C HOS U 3 1 
D A T Y 5 = ~ - Y 3 Y P * T A N L C d - Y 6 ~ P +  TANOPB+Y 5P P* ( T  ASILB+TANOB I-CHDSUt3 1 /2 -  0 
D(NPl=DATY5+(  X 4 P ~ / B ~ T A - D A ? Y S ) s ( E T A ( N P ) - Y M I N )  / (YMAX-YMIN) 
DIFF 3=i TA ( NP 1 -Y M I N 
GO TO 312 
307 I F ( E T A ( N P I * G E * Y 6 N P )  GO T O  3 1 1  
C ( NP I =  ( C R + E  TA ( NP 1 *TANPC H-CHJSUt3 1 / 2 * 0 
D I  NP )=ETA (NP 1 * l  TANPB+TANCR) /2,0-CHUSUB/2 -0 
D I F  Fb=E TA l NP 1-0. 
IUSX=NP- l  
I US T=NP-2 
C (  I U S X ) = ( l O . O * C (  IUSX)+2.0*C[ I U S T f  ) / 1 2 .  
I JTU=1 
I T T U = 2  
313 IF I ITTU,NE.2 )  GO TU 316 
D(IUSX)=( l t - l .O*O( IUSX1+2eO*D(  I U S T ) ) / 1 2 *  
316 I F ( D I F F 6 , L T . 0 . e O R - D I F F 6 , G T .  . O L l  GO TD 3 2 5  
325 I F (  NP-NNI I )  796 97 
311 I F I E T A ( N P ) a G E * Y 3 N P )  GO TO 32Y 
C f N P 1 = ( CR-Y 6 NP* T A hO P B+E T A I N P 1 *? ANOC 8-C t4D SUd 1 / 2 
0 t NP 
0 
-Y6NP* TANOPB+E I A  I NP ) *( TANOf3+ TANC 13 1 -C H D S U B )  / 2 0 
01 F F6=ETA I N P 1 -Y 4NP 
GO TO 313 
329 I F 4 E T A ~ N P l - G E - Y M I N )  GO T O  3 3 3  
C ( NP I = (  CR+Y 3NP*TANLCB-Y6NP* CANOP B+ETA I N P  14: ( TAYDLB I-CHDSUt3 1 / 2.0 
D ( N P 1 = -1. -Y 3rd P * T A N L CB-Y6 N P * T A I'JOP B +E T A ( N P 1 * I T A 1\10 B+ T A NC B 1 -C HD S U 8 I / 2 - 0 
DIFF6=ETAINP) -Y3NP 
79 
GO TO 3 1 3  
CATY4=CR+Y3~P*TA~~LCn-Y6NPaTANOPB+Y4PP*T  ANOLt3-CHDSUB 
O A f Y 4 = X 4 P P / U E T A + C A T Y 4 / 2 .  
C ( N P ) = . 5 ~ ( C A T Y 4 - C A T Y 4 * (  E T A ( N P ) - Y M I N . ) / ( Y M A X - Y M I M )  1 
D{ iv P l = D  ATY4 -E ( X 5  PP/B k T A - D A T Y  4 1 *I ET A (  NP l L  YM I N  1 / ( YMAX-YMI N 1 
D I  F F 6 z F  TA f N P 1 -Y M I N 
GI) TD 313 
333 I F ( Y M I N * E Q * Y 5 P P )  GO TO 346 
346 C ( N P ) = ( Y 4 P P - E T A ( ~ P ) ) / ~ 2 * ~ * ( Y 4 P P - Y 5 P ? ) )  * ( C R + Y 3 N P * T A N L C B - Y 6 N P  
1 *TANOPd +Y 5P P+TANDLR-CHD SUB j 
D B T Y 5 = ( - Y 3 N P * T A N C C B - Y ~ N P * T A N O P ~ i Y 5 P P s ( T A N ~ B ~ ~ A N ~ ~ ) - C H D S U ~ ~ / Z . O  
D ( N  P ) = O A T Y 5 +  ( X 4  PP/B ETA-DATY 5 * I  ET A (  NP I-YIYII N) / 1 Y MAX-YM I N  1 
D I F F h = t  TA( NP I-Y M I N  
G O  TO 3 1 3  
D( I S S S T  )=D( N N I I  )/6. 
6 C ( I S S S T ) = ( 5 . ~ C K + 2 , * C 1 N N I I ) ) / 1 L .  
7 CIINTINUS 
DO 187 N ~ N N I I I N M A X  
KSUzNMA X +  1-N 
ETA (KSU )=-E T A (  N 1 
Y ( K  SUl=-Y 1N 1 
C f K S U ) = C ( N )  
D ( K SU ) = D I  N) 
CHI I =RAD*CH I 
A L A  M = R  k 3* AL A r4D 
AL4DL=R AD+A L AME 
O M E G = R A D * 9 M E G A  
E Ulvl G= R A  0 *E 0 YE G 
PS I dB=K AD*P SI 
CK=CK+UETA 
CTU=(X5-X4)  /YMAXl 





C WRITE INPUT DATA 
C 
C 
WKI TE (6159 1)  
hiKI TE (6 9 503 1 
W R I  T E ( 6 9 5 1 4  1 
W K I T E  ( 6 9 5 2 7 )  C S T A v S S S T A  
C A S E ,  SYM,MACH 
80 
WRITE ( 6  9510 1 
WRf T E ( 6  1 5 2 6  1 
W R I T E I b r 5 5 5 )  
WRITE (6  9532 1 
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 3 5 1  X 2 r Y 2  
WRITE ( 6  9 5 3 6  1 X 3 1  Y 3  
W R I T E ( 6  ~5371 X 4 v Y 4  
W R I  TE16 I 5 4 5  1 X 5  1 Y 5  
WRI TE [ 6 9550 1 X 6  1 Y 6  
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 4 9 )  X 6 A r Y 6 A  
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 5 6 1  X 7 v Y 7  
WRI J E I 6 1 5 1 0 )  
WRITE(6  9558 1 YMAXL 
WRI TE ( 6 1 5 1 0  1 
W R I T E ( 6 p 5 5 3 )  
W R I f E ( 6 1 5 5 5 )  
WRITE ( 6 9 5 2 9  1 
W R I T E ( 6  9503 1 X2PPtY2PP 
WRITE(6 95041 X3NPvY3NP 
WRIfE16,505 1 X4PP1Y4PP 
WRI TE ( 6 1 5 0 6  1 X5 PP t Y 5PP 
W R I T E ( 6 7 5 0 7  1 X ~ N P T Y ~ N P  
WRITE(6 ,540)  X6APpY6AP 
W R I T E ( 6 * 5 0 8 )  X7PPtY7PP 
WRI T E ( 6  9510 1 
WRI  T E ( 6  ~ 5 5 1 )  
W K  I 7 E { 6 9 5 22 ) 
WRITE (6 9 5 4 8  1 
W R I T E ( 6 r 5 2 4 )  C R ~ C T a T C F d ~ T A P E R ~ B l K A ? ~ 6 2 R A P ~ X P , Y P I Z P 1 C H D E X X  
WRI TE ( 6  9 5 0 2  
AR N 9 S v CA V 9 C BAX e X CD AR 9 Y C BAR 
CH I 1  7ALAMr  ALA3L 9 PS I 8 0 9  OAEG 9 EOMG, DEFT 9 S I G M t  KHH 
C 
C 
C M A I N  PROGRAM 
C 
C 
DO 79 K S = l t  JMAX 
PKS=KS 
P H I  ( KS 3 s  I2eO*ePKS*PI 1 / I2 * O*C STA+L-O) 
X I K S ) = l  l.-CDSIPHI ( K S )  1 1  / 2 -  
DO 79 NU=ISSSTvNMAX 
JK= ( KS- 2 1 * f SS ST +NU+ 1 CANST=O-O 
ANU=NU 
81 
DO 14 N=l rNMAY 
VEf N)=COS( ( (AN-SSSTA)*PI  ) / ( 2 * 0 * S S S T A )  J 
AN= N 
NNUD=I A BS N-NU) 
IFtNNUD.NE.01 GO TO 9 
B 4 N 1 = ( 2 OaSSSTA 1 / (4 OSCOS I ( I ANU-SSS TA 1 *PI J / 2,0*S SSTA 1 1 1 
G 0  TO 14 
9 IF (MOD(NN~IDr2 ) -EQ.O)  GO TO 12 
B(NI=VE ( N ) / f  ( 2 = 0 ~ S S S T A ) * ( E T A ( N ) - Y t N U )  1**2) 
GO TO 14 
12 R ( N ) = O . O  
14 CONTINUE 
00 79 J = l , J M A X  
DO 30 N=l,NMAX 
AK=0.0 
A J =  J 
AN= N 
IF4N.Nf.NU) GO TO 16 
IF( J - 2 )  20. 19.20  
I F ( J . E Q - 1 )  GO TO 18 
18  AK=2,O*PHI( K S 1 + 2 . 0 *  S I N 4 P W I ( K S )  
Gf3 TO 2 1  
GO TO 2 1  
AK=GA- ( S I N  f ( A J  I *  ( P H I  ( K S  1 1 
19 AK=PH I ( K S  )-*5* S I N (  2 *O*PHI  ( K S  1 1  
20 GA= I S I N ( ( A J - 2 . 0 1 * ( P H I ( K S ) ) I ) / [ A J - 2 , 0 )  
1 / A J  
2 1  PARTL=k i (N)*AK 
AZO. 0 
00 25 b!UP=l, NMAX 
NUPNU=IABS( NUP-NU) 
IF(NUPNU.EQ-0) GO T O  2 5  
SSND=ABS(Y(NU)- fTA(NUP)  1 
ANUP=NUP 
UURRzANUP-S SSTA 
IF IMf lD(NUPNU,2)  * E Q e O )  GO TCI 2 5  
IF(SSNDeEQ.0.I  GO T O  2 5  
A = A + (  ( C O S  I I UURII*PI 1 / (2*O*SSSTA)  3 1 ++21 *ALOG( SSND I 
25 CONTiNUE 





C CHORDAL INT EGRAT IOK SUBROUTINE 
C SL)LVES FOR THE CHORDAL INFLUENCE FUNCTION VALUES 
C 
c 
16 XSUW-C I NU) *COS ( PHI ( KS 1 1 +c)I  NU 1 
YSUB=Y(NU) 
ETASUB=ETA( N) 
CSUt)=C I N 1 
DSUB=O( R) 
GO T O  ~ 3 5 ~ r 3 ~ 2 , 3 5 3 r 3 5 4 r 3 5 6 , 3 5 7 r 3 ~ ~ ~ 3 5 9 ~ l ~ 7 0 ~ ~ o 7 l ~ T ~  
1071  CALL GAUSS(OorPIr3,SUMlOvFOFTlO) 
AK= SUM1 0 
GO TCI 3 5 5  
AK= SUM9 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM8 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM7 
GO TO 355  
AK=SUY6 
GO TO 355 
AK= SUM5 
1070 CALL GAUSSfO.rP I v 3 v S U M 9 r f O F T 9 )  
359 CALL G A U S S ( O o r P I r 3 1 S U M 8 9 F O F T 8 )  
3 5 8  CALL  G A U S S [ O .  9 P I t 3 1 S U M 7 9 F O F T 7 )  
357 CALL G B U S S I O . v P I r 2 r S U M b r F U F r b l  
356 CALL GAUSS( 0. , P I  p 2 9  SUM5 pFOFT5) 
GO ro 355 
3 5 4  CALL GAUSS{ 0 -  ,PI t 2 r  SUM4 r F O F T 4 )  
AK= SUM4 
GO TO 3 5 5  
AK= SUM3 
3 5 3  CALL GAUSS( 00 r P  I 9 2 7 SUM3 r F OF 13 1 
TO 355 
352 C A L L  G A U S S I O * , P I , 2 , S U M 2 r F O F T 2 )  
AK=SUM2 
GO TO 355 





355 A L ( J I N ) = - ~ ( N ) * A K  
30 CONTINUE 
DO 79 NP=ISSST*NMAX 
IF (NP.EQ. ISSST1  GO TO 73 
NH=NMAX+l-NP 
S U M L  1 JK , I ) = A t (  J 9 NP) +AL( J 9 NK) 
77 SUMLIJK,Il=AL(J~NP)-AL(J,NR) 
\ I = (  J-2) * I  SSST+NP+l  
I F ( I S Y M . h E - 1 )  GO TO 77 
GO TO 78 
GO TO 78 
73 I F ( 1 S Y M - N E - L )  GO TO 75 
SUML ( J K  v I ) = A L I  J 9 NP 1 
GO TO 7 8  
75 SUYL ( J K  I ) = O ~ O O O O 0 O O O  
78 CANST=CANST+SUMLI JK, I )*QP(. f 1 )  
I F ( I . h E * J K M A X )  GO T O  79 
CUNSTLJK.L)=CANST 




DO 700 I P T = l r t l  
XC=(AI-1.)/10- 
CALL GAUSS(l.O,XC,lrZC?WU) 
WKITE(6 9560 1 XC ,ZC 




WRITE (6 7 512 1 
79 coNTrNuE 




FUNCTION F O F T l i T H E T A )  
XI=-CSUB*COS( THETA) +DSUB 
t)K=l.+t XSlJB-XT)/SURTf (XSU3-X1)**2+(YSUB-€TASUf3)**21 
RETURN 
END 
CONMOIJ XSUB ,Y SlJB r ETASUB CSUBr DSUD r S S I  10 9 1 I ,  X (  10 1 r XC rNS 
FOF T l = B K * (  1 ,O+COS (THETA 1 
FUNCTION Fi)FT2( THETA) 
COMMON 
XI=-CSUB*COSI THETA) +DSUB 
B K = l * + ( X S U U - X I )  /SQRT( ( X S U 3 - X I  ) ~ * 2 + ( Y S U B - € T A S U U ) * * Z )  
FOFT2=BK*SI  N( THETA) **2 
RETURN 
END 
X SUB r Y  SU 8 r ETASUB 9 C SU B r DSUB r i3S i LO 9 1 1 9 X I  10 1 9 XC r NS 
FUNCTION FOFT31 THETA) 
XI=-CSU WCO S ( THETA) +DSUB 
BK=l .+ (  XSUB-XI)  /SORT( (XSUB-XI  ) * *2+ (  YSU6-ETASUB) **2) 
RETURN 
END 
COMMON XSU6 r Y  SUB ,ETASUB ,CSUB r DSUB 9 BS 4 10 9 1 ) X 4 LO 1 I XC t NS 
FOFT3=BK*SI N( THETA)+SIN(2*0+THETA)  
FUNCTION F O F T 4 (  THETA) 
X 1 z - C  SUB*Cn S ( T H E T A )  +DSUB 
BK=l .+ I  XSUB-XI 1 /SQHT( (XSUB-XI  )**2+( YSU8-ETASUB) **2) 
RETURN 
END 
COMMON XSUB ,Y SUB ,€TASUB rCSUBrDSU6 76 S I  LO 9 1) t X (  LO 1 r XC NS 
FOF T4=BK*S I N I  THETA) *S I N  I 3 -0 *THETA 1 
FUNCTION FOFT5(THETA)  
COMMON 
XI=-CSU B*COS (THETA)  +DSUB 
B K = L * + (  XSUB-XI 1 lSGlRTI (XSUB-XI )**2+( YSUB-ETASUB) **2) 
FOFT5=8K*SI  N( THETA) *S IN14*0+THETA)  
RETURN 
END 
XSUB r Y  SUB r f  TASUB r C  SUBr DSUS 113s I 10 9 1) 9 X (  10 1 r XC tNS 
86 
FUNCTION F O F T 6 (  THETA) 
XI=-C SUc.)*CII S ( THETA) +DSU 6 
B K = l , + f  XSUB-XI ) /SQKTI  (XSUB-XI  )**2+( YSUB-ETASUB) **2) 
FOFT6=8 K* SI N( THE T A )  * S I N  ( 5 eO*THETA 1 
RET URN 
END 
COMMON XSUt3,Y SUB 9ETASUBrCSUB9DSUB9B S i  10 9 1) 9 X I  10 1 J XCtNS 
FUNCTION fOFT74 THETA) 
X1z-C SU8*CO S ( THE T A 1  +I)SUB 
B K = l . + (  X S U B - X I ) I S Q R T t  t X S U & X I I * * Z + (  YSUB-€TASUB)**2) 
FOFT7=8K*SI N( THETA) *SIN(b,O*THETA) 
RETURN 
END 
COMMON XSUB ,Y SUB ,ETASUB ,CSUB*DSUB ,BS( LO 9 1) 9 X t  10 1 , XC vNS 
FUNCTION FOF T 8 (  THETA) 
CUMMflN 
XI=-CSUB*CflS(THETA) +OSUB 
R K = l . + (  XSUU-XI) / S Q R T I  IXSUB-X I  )**Z+IYSU&-ETASUB) **2) 
FOF T S = B K + S I  N( THETA) *SIN(?.O*THETA) 
RETURN 
END 
XSUB 9Y SUB 9 ET ASUB rCSUB9 DSUb 98s ( 10 1 I , X ( 10 T XC r NS 
FUNCTIUN f f l F T 9 ( T H E T A J  
COMMON 
XI=-CSUB*COS( THETA) +DSUB 
BK=l,+(XSUB-XI)  /SQRT(  ( X S U & - X I  ) * *Z+(YSUB- fTASUa) * *Z )  
fOFT9=BK*SI  NI THETA) *SIN(8,D*THETA) 
RETURN 




SUBROUTINE MAT I NV ( A  ,Np B 9 M p DETERM, IP IVOT 9 INDEX pNWAX9 I S C A L E  1 
C 



































I N I f I AL I ZAT I O N  
I SCALE=O 
R 1= LO. O * * l O O  
K2=1.O/Kl 
OETERM=l-O 
DO 20 J = l r N  
DO 5 5 0  I=L,N 
I P I V O T t  J ) = O  
SEARCH FOR P I V O T  ELEMENT 
AMAX=O. 0 
DO 105 J = l r N  
I F  ( I P I V D T ( J ) - l )  609 105, 60 
DO 100 K = l r N  
I F  1IPIVOT(K)-l) 8 0 ,  100, 740 
I F  ( A B S  ( A M A X ) - A B S I A  [ J q K  1 ))85,100, 100 
IROW=J 
ICOLUM=K 
CON T I NUE 
CONTINUE 
A M A X = A (  J v K I  
IF (A:4AX) 110,106,110 
D E  T E K +I= 0 0
1 SCALE=O 
GO TO 740 
I P I V O T (  I C O L U M ) = I P  I V O T  ( ICOLUM) 4-1 
INfERCHANGk ROWS TO PUT P IVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 
I F  (ZROW-ICOLUM) 140, 2501 140 
DETERYz-DET ERM 
DO 200 L = l r N  
SWAP=A( I ROW r l -  1 
89 
1 7 0  A ( I K O W , L ) = A I F C O L U M T L )  
200 A (  I C I I C U M ~ L ) = S W A P  
205 I F ( M 1  250s 2609 210 
710 00 250 L = l t  W 
220 SLJAP=B( IROWtL) 
230 
250 B (  I C O L U M t L ) = S W A P  
260 I N D E X (  I rl)=IROW 
2 7 0  I ~ i O k X ( I , 2 ) = I C D F U M  
310 P I V O T = A (  ICOLIJM,  ICOLIIM) 
B ( I KOWI C ) = d  ( I C O L U M t  L 
C 
C SCALE THE O E T E K M I N A N T  
C 
1000 P I V U T I = P I V O T  
1010 D E T E X M = O E T E R M / R l  
1005 I F  ( ABS4 DETER14 1-R 1) 10309 1010 9 1010 
I S C A L F =  I S C A L E + l  
I F ( A B S (  D E T E R Y ) - K l I l Q 6 0 t  1 0 2 0 ~ 1 0 2 0  
1 U 2 0  DETERM=DkTERM/K 1 
lSCALE-= I S C A L E + l  
. GI1 TCJ 1060 
1030 I F ( A ~ S ( O E T E K M ~ - K 2 I 1 0 4 0 ~ 1 0 4 ~ ~ 1 0 6 0  
1040 DETEKM-UETE f I Y W  1 
I S C A L E =  I SLA LE-1 
I F (  ABS(: DETERM 1-R2 ) l i ) 50?  1050 1060 
1050 ! lETERM=DETERM*R 1 
I SC AL t= I SCAL E-1 
1070 P I  V nT I =  P I VC T I /R 1 
I S C A L E = I S C A L E + l  
1060 I F ( A B S { P I V U T I ) - R 1 ) 1 0 ~ 0 ~ 1 0 7 0 ~ 1 0 7 ~  
I F ( A H S I f I V O T I ) - R 1 ) 3 2 0 ~ 1 0 8 0 , ~ ~ 8 ~  
LO80 P T Y O T I = P I V O T I / R l  
I SCALE= I SCA L E + 1  
GU TO 320 
2000 P I VC)TI=P 1 V O T I * R l  
I SC A L  E= 1 5 C A  LE-  1 
1090 I F ~ A H S ~ P I V f l T I ) - K % ) 2 0 0 ~ , 2 O ~ O t ~ 2 0  
I F I A B S (  PiVOTI)-R2)201~~2~10~320 
I SG A 1  E= I SGA L E- 1 
2010 P I V C I T I = P I V O l I * R l  
320 UETERM=DETEEY*P I V O T I  
G 





































A (  ICOLUM, ICOLUM)=1,0 
DO 350 L=lrN 
A( ICOLUM,L)=AIICOCUM,L)/PIVOT 
I F ( M )  3 8 0 ,  380 ,  360 
DO 370 L=ltM 
B(. ICOLUMrll=B( ICOFUM,LI /PIVOT 
REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS 
DO 550 LL=lrN 
IF(LL-ICOLUM1 4001 550r 400 
T=A(LL, ICDLUMj 
DO 450 L=ltN 
A ( 1 1 t L 1 =A ( L 1 
IF(M1 5509 5501 460 
DO TOO L=ltM 
8 I L 1 9  L 1 = 6 1  L 1 T L  I -B l I COLUMt L) * T  
A(Ll,ICOLUMl=O.O 
L )-A ( I COLUM t L 1 *T 
CON T I NU E 
INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 
DO 710 I=lrN 
L=N+l-I 
I F  (INDEX(L,l)-INDEX(L~2) 1 6309 7101 630 
JROW=INDEX~LI 1) 
JCOLUM=INDE X(L t 2) 
DO 705 K=lrN 
SWAP=A{ K 9 JRflvJ 1 
Ai K 9 JRO W )=A ( K I  JCOLUMI 






C LEAST SQUARE 
C 
JEAN MIGNfAUlT 




DATA 81 6/03 77 777777777/ 
DIMENSION C 4 M I  
IF( M-11109 L 19 12 
12 N=M-1 
POLYEl=CIl) 
DO20 I = l ,  N 
20 POLYfl=X*POtYfl+C(I+1) 
10 POtYE l=BIG 






SUB KOUT I N E  GAUSS ( A 9 3 9 N ,SUM 9 FOF X 1 
C 
C REFkKENCE SCARBOROUGH NUM. MATH. ANAl,  PAGE 1 4 7  
c HOWEVER T H I S  SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES FgOM ZERO T O  ONE 
C 
DIMENSION U I 5 1  ( R ( 5 . 1  
u( 1) = . 4 2 5 5 6 2 a 3 0 5 0 9 1 8 4  
U ( 2 ) = . 2 8 3 3 0 2 3 0 2 9 3 5 3 7 6  
U ( 3  I = .  160295215 8 5 0 4 8 8  
U( 4 =. 06746 83 16655508 
U ( 5  )=*O13046735741414 
R ( 1 1 = . 1 4 7 7 6 2 1 1 2 3 5 7 3 7 6  
R ( 2 ) = . 1 3 4 6 3 3 3 5 9 6 5 4 9 9 8  
R ( 3  )=. 1 0 9 5 4 3 1  8 1 2 5 7 9 9  1 
R ( 4 1 = 0 7 4 72 5 6 ?/+5 752 90 
R 4 5 1 = . 0 3 3 3 3 5 6 7 2 1 5 4 3 4 4  
SUM=O.O 
I F  ( A .  EQ - 3 )  RETURN 
F INE=N 
DEL TA=F INE /  ( B-A 1 
X I=K-1  
F INE=A+ X I /i) ELTA 
U1J=U( € 1  I /DELTA+FINE 
DO 3 K = l , N  
DO 2 I I =  115 
2 SUM=R ( I I )  *FOFXtUU )+SUM 
DO 3 L z l . 5  
UU=(l.O-U4L) ) /DELTA+FINE 
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II. SUPPLEMENTARY PROGRAMS (A1590 AND A1591) 
ASPECT RATIO PROGRAM (A1590) 
To find the aspect ratio and root chord of a planform that is of the general type 
shown below (and which does not contain a trailing-edge inboard chord 
a knowledge of most of the quantities shown in figure 2. 
ension) requires 
I 
Sweepback is  posit ive 
Tip skew angle A, posit ive when 
t i p  t r a i l i n g  edge is  inboard 
of the t i p  leading edge 
Figure 2.- General planform used in aspect ratio program. 
The term ARRATO is set equal to zero unless a particular value of aspect ratio is 
sought. If set equal to a value other than zero, the program then fixes the leading-edge 
sweeps, leading- and trailing-edge breaks, overall taper ratio, and tip sweepback of the 
planform, and iterates on the trailing-edge sweep angles (which have been initially speci- 
fied to be lower than an assumed final value) until the desired value of aspect ratio is 
obtained. This procedure works best if both trailing-edge sweeps are the same since they 
are adjusted together. 
119 
The input data are  to be read in a 6F12.5 format where the quantities CHI, LAMBDA 
PSI, OMEGA, B1, and B2 are on the first card and TAPER, DELT, and ARRATO are on 
the second card. 
The sample cases included are  
1st: The planform like that shown in figure 2 
2d: A sweptback planform with skewed tip that requires use of the iteration 
procedure 
3d: A double delta type planform with sweptforward trailing edge 
4th: An arrow-type planform with skewed tip to be used in the pivot determining 
program 
120 
PIVOT DETERMINING PROGRAM (A1591) 
If the high sweep position of a variable-sweep wing is known and its planform has 
no leading- or  trailing- edge break or trailing-edge chord-extension, like the planform 
shown in figure 3, and its subsonic aerodynamic characteristics or  mean camber surface 
a re  required at this or lower sweep angles, it is necessary to first know the wing in its 
outer panel streamwise tip position in order that they may be computed by using Langley 
computer program A0313 or A0457. There are, however, an infinite number of these 
outer panel streamwise tip positions that will result in the same high sweep wing given 
the proper pivot location. They may be thought of as having been generated by a combi- 
nation of two variables: (1) ratio of low to high sweep semispan, and (2) the fractional 
location of the pivot along a chord which is normal to the high-sweep leading edge (T). 
(See fig. 4.) 
This program determines the absolute location of the pivot point relative to a new 
coordinate system and the resulting low sweep streamwise tip planform for the conditions 
given in the preceding paragraph. (See sample listing.) In case a pivot is selected which 
would result in the trailing edge inboard and trailing edge outboard not intersecting on the 
right side of or  at the plane of symmetry in the streamwise tip position, the program 
reduces the root chord by an amount equal to 
CR(1 - A) + O.OOOl(tan + - tan a) + tan f2 - tan A - Bl(tan x - tan A) 
(symbols a re  defined in fig. 2) and calls this the amount of trailing-edge chord-extension 
that must be specified with the streamwise tip position in those programs. The num- 
ber 0.0001 is assigned to be the new trailing-edge break location, and B2 is the old value. 
Correspondingly, the taper ratio is changed from being the actual skewed tip length over 
the root chord in the high sweep position to the same tip length but over the new root 
chord. The x-location of the pivot, as shown on the output sheets, is relative to the orig- 
inal half root chord but scaled to the new streamwise tip semispan so that it can be used 
for input to program A0313 or  A0457 directly even if the root chord has been reduced by 
a trailing-edge chord-extension. 
The required data to be used for input are associated with the high sweep wing 
and are punched according to a 6F12.5 format. The first card contains the aspect ratio, 
leading-edge sweep angle, trailing-edge sweep angle, taper ratio, tip skew angle, and 
root chord for a unit high sweep semispan. On the second card are the values for span 
increase and maximum number of pivot locations desired. The last card(s) contains the 
table of fractional pivot locations whose maximum number has been specified on the 
second card. 
121 
Sample cases are given in the output listings for the planform shown in figures 3 
and 4. The 
A = 4 5 O  and 
T = 0.75 case is used in program A0313 as the first sample case with 
M = 0.60. 
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---- y 
Pivof location fhat w i l l  give a 
sfreamwise t ip at the specified 
span increase 
Arbitrary wing fip poinfs 
used by program to obfain 
a pivof fhaf willqive a 
streamwise f ip  a t  a span I increase of L56250 
X 
1 
0 4 .8 1.2 L 6  




Loci o f  a l lpivot  points that w;/ /  
give the same low sweep oufer panel 
f w i f h  a streamwise t i p )  and a span 
increase o f  l.56250 over fhe high 
10 Line o f  consfant T ,  
I I I I I 
0 .a .4 .6 .8 LO 
Figure 4.- Low sweep position. 
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PROGRAM AS PRATO I INPUT 9 OUTPUT 9 TAPES= INPUT 9 TAPE6=0UTPU T 1 
REAL LAMBDA 
500 FORMAT ( 6 F 1 2 - 5  8 
5 0 1  FORMAT4 l l F 9 o 5 )  
5 02 FORMAT( l H 1  * 4X2HARbX3HCH I4X6HLAMBDAbX3HPSI 3 X  5HOMEGA7X2HB17X 
WRITE (6 ~ 5 0 2 )  
I F ( E U F T ~ I  21r2C) 
11 21-182t 5x1 5HTAPERq 4X*SHDELTA,6X* 2HCR97Xq 2HB3 1 
1 READ( 5 ~ 5 t ) O )  C H T t t  AMBDA? P S I  *OMEGA* 51952 
20 READ(5rSOO1 TAPFR rDELTAvARRAT0 
I T E S T = l  
JTEST = 1 
C H I  I = t H  I /5? .29578 
ALAMB=L AMBDA/ 57,29578 
TANC=SIM(CHI I ) /COS(CHXI  3 
TANL=SI PI( &LAMB) /CCS(ALAMB) 
TAN9D=S IN4 l O 5 7 C 7 9 E 3 + D E L T  ) / C O S (  l ,5707963+DELT 1 
DEtT=-DELTA/SPo 29 578 
3 T F ~ P S I o G T . L A M R D A o A N D ~ T A P ~ R ~ L E . l ~ O ~ )  GO TO 15 
IF( PS I o  LE-LAMBDA, ANDoTAPERoLEoloOOI JTESTZ1 
GO TO 16 
15 JTEST= JEST+] .  
16 P S I  I =  P S I/ 5 7.29578 
0 M€G= t M FG A /  5 7.295 18 
T A N P = S I N ( P S I I  ) / C O S ( P S I I  1 
TANO=S I N lOMEG 1 / C O S  (OMEG 1 
CR= 10 /I( I .-TAPER*CES( DELT 1 * ( 1 +TANO/TAN9Dl l * (  B l *  I TANC-TANL) *B2*( 
IF(JTESToGT.2) GO TO 1 
lTANO-lA+NP) +TANL-TAN01 
B3=1--CR*TAPER*COS( DELT )/TAN9D 
S = 2 0  *(-E1 **2* (TANL-TANC )/20+82**2*4 TANO-TANPI /2-+B3*(  CR+Bl*{ TAML- 
1T ANC 1 -R2* I TANO-TA NP 1 +B 3 * ( T ANO-T AN L 1 /2 1 +#  lo -B3$/2- * ICR+BL*  
2 I T  6NC-T ANC )-R2*( T ANID-T ANP 1 +B3+ 1 TANO-TANL 1 1 1 
AR =4,/S 
IF(ARRATOeEQoOo0) GO T O  2 
I F I A B S t  ARRATO-AR) oLT-Oo000013 GO T n  2 
IF f ARRATU- GTo A R o A  NDo I T E S T -  EQ, 1) GO TO 4 
I f  (ARRATO,LT.ARoANDe fTESToEQoY.1 GO TQ 5 
I F f ARR AT0 0 GT AR A NO- I T  EST EQ- 2 1 GO TO 6 
I F I( ARRATOo LTo AR o AND. ITESTo EQ, 2 1 GO TO 7 
IFIARRATOoGToARoAND, ITEST-EQ.3) GO TO 8 
I F 4 ARR AT0 - t To A R  0 A NDo I f  EST 0 EQo 3 3 GU TO 9 
128 
I F  (ARRATOeGTeARoANDo I T E S T o E O . 4 1  GO TO 10 
I F ~ A R R A T O , L T o A R . A M ~ . I T & S T 0 E ~ . 4 ~  GO JO 11 
I F ( A R R A T O , G T o A R , A N D , I f E S T o E ~ ~ ~ )  GO TO 12 
IF 4 ARRATO .LTo AR-AND, I T E S T . E Q . 5 )  GO TO 1 3  
I F  IARRATOaGT-AR- AND, I T E S T o E Q - 6 )  GO TO 14 
PS I=PS I +10 * 
GO TO 3 
S OMEGA=CMEGA-9- 
PS I=PS f --9 
I T E S T = 2  
GO TO 3 
PSi=PSI+lo 






60 Tr) 3 
PSI=PSI to. 1 
GO TO 3 
PS I=P  s 1-0 09 
ITEST=4  
GO TO 3 
PSTzPS I +O o 01 
8 OMEGA=QMEGA*Oo 1 
9 OMEGA=@MEGA-O o 09 
10 OMEGA=OWEGA+O*Ol 
GO TO 3 
PS I=PS 1-0 0 009 
I TEST=F; 
GO T D  3 
PSI=PS I +o, 001 
GO TO 3 
P S I = P S  I-0.0009 
I TEST=6 
GO TO 3 
P SI=PSI +o. 0001 
GO TD 3 
11 OHEGA=CVEG4-0o009 
12  OMEGA=CYEGA+0o001 
13 QMEGA=SPEGA-O. OOOq 
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5 0 0  
5 50 
5 5 1  
5 52 
PROGRAM PIVOT 4 INPUTsOUTPUT~TAPE5=INPUT~ APE6=OUTPUT) 
D I  MENSION 
REAL LAHBDATLAM 
ff lRMAT4 1 H l  940x9 lOHINPUT D A T A / / / / )  
FORMAT( 25Xv50HARROW WING WITH CROPPED T I P S  (HIGH SWEEP POSIT ION)  1 
FORMAT ( 3 X  ,3HAR=tF9o 5 9 1 X r 4 H C H I = r  F9 -5 9 1 X r4HPS I=9F9* 59 1 X  t 6HTAP ER=* F9 
XCR 4 100 l r T A N L O  (100) *TANLLO(  1003 9 T I  1001 
FORMAT1 6F12.53 
~ S ~ ~ X . ~ H D E L T A = T F ~ . ~ ~ ~ X * ~ H C R ~ ~ F ~ . ~ ~  l 918HSPAN INCRSE DESRD=rF9-5)  
553 FORMAT! 46X117HWING T I P  LOCATION1 
5 5 4  FORMATI34X99HX L E  T I P = 9 F 9 0 5 * 5 X r  18HY L E  T I P =  1 . 0 0 0 0 0 / 3 4 X t 9 H X  TE T I  
~ P = T F ~  5 1  5 x 9  18HY TE T I P =  l-OOOOO//// 1 
555 FORMAT4 34Xr9HX L E  T I P = r f 9 * 5 r 5 X * 9 H Y  L E  T I P = r F 9 * 5 / 3 4 X , 9 H X  TE T I P = v F 9  
1 5 r 5 X  r 9 H Y  TE T I P =  9F9 '5 / /  1 
5 5 6  FORMAT(ZOX.?OHX AND Y LOCATION AND SLOPE OF L O C I  OF ALL PIVOT P O I N  
irs THAT writ SWEEP) 
557 FORMAT120Xv68HTHE HIGH SWEEP WING OUTER PANEL I N T O  THE SAME LOW SW 
l E E P  AND SEMISPAN/ / )  
5 5 8  FORMAT(47X98HX P I V O T = I F ~ - ~ / ~ ? X T ~ H Y  P I V O T = r F 9 *  5 /49XrbHSLOPE=rF9.5 / /  
11 t 
559 FORHAT(1OXt 9 9 H + T t 9 F R A C T I O N  OF CHnRD NORMAL TO THE LEAOING fDGE OF 
1 ARROW WING WHERE THE P I V O T  IS S P E C I F I E D  TO ACTI/~XILQOHALONG WITH 
2 THE CORRESPONDING X INTERCEPT AT ROOT AN0 THE SCQPE OF ALL POINTS 
3 WHICH HAVE THE SAME * T + / / l  
560 FORMAT(35Xv20HTvFRACTiON OF CHORD=rF9o5/31X924HX AT ROOT AFT OF O R  
5 6 1  FORMAT( lHl5OX9 l l H O U T P U T  DATA) 
5 5 2  f ORMAT t ///// 45Xv26HWING I N  LOW SWEEP P O S I T I O N / ~ O X I ~ ~ H A L L  OF TH 
11 GIN= 9 F 9 e  5 / 3 1  X t24HSLOP E THROUGH X AT RQOT=r F 9 * 5 / / /  1 
ZESE DIMENSIONS ARE SCALED FOR A UNIT  SEMISPAN I N  T H I S  P O S I T I O N / / / /  
a, 
FORMAT4 2X 9 3 H A R = r f 9 * 5 * 5 X  r 4 H C H I = r  F 9  05 15X*7HLAMBDA=r F ~ ~ ~ , ~ X T ~ H P S I = *  F9 
1 . ~ T ~ X ~ H O M E G A = ~ F ~ *  5 9  5 x 1  1HY L E  B R E A K = r F 9 * 5 / 2 X l l H Y  TE RREAK=*F9*5,5X. 
~ ~ H T A P E R = ~ F ~ * ~ ~ ~ X T ~ H C R = ~ F ~ - ~ T ~ X ~ ~ ~ H S E M I S P A N  OF WING I N  HIGH SWEEP=* 
3F9*5/5OX116HCHORO EXTENSION=pF9o5 1 
5 6 3  
5 6 4  FORMAT( 5X99HALL 0 IMENS f ONS REFERFNCEO TO COORDINATE O R I G I N  A T  T-iE 
ZHALF ROOT CHORO AND SCALED ON A U N I T  SEMISPAN/ / / )  
5 6 5  FORMAT( 1 5 X 8 3 H P I V O T  LOCATION WHICH OCCURS AT THE INTERSECTION O f  TH 
1E L O C I  OF ALL PXVOT POINTS AN0/17X61HTHE L I N E  WHICH CONTAINS ALL 0 
2 F  THE +T+ FRACTION NORMAL tXORDS/4?X*8HX P I  V O T = . F ~ - ~ / ~ ~ X T ~ H Y  P IVOT 
3 = 9 F 9 0 5 / / / / / 1 , /  
5 6 6  FORMATI / / /#  
567 FORMAT( 4 4 X t 2 1 H I N  LOW SWEEP POSIT1  ON) 
5 4 8  FORMAT4 1HL 1 
134 
1 REA015,500) A R v C H I t P S I r  TAPERrDELTAtCR 
3 R E A D ( 5 t 5 0 0 ~ S I r T M A X  
I F ~ E O F V S )  5 t 3  
1 TMAX=T MAX 
R E A D I 5 t 5 0 0 1  ( T I N )  rN=l , ITHAXI 
X4=1.00000 
X5= XQ+TAPER*CR 
WRITE( 6 - 5 5 0 8  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 5 5 1 1  
WRITE( 6 1 5 6 4 1  
WRITE ( 6 9 5 5 2 )  ARICPIVPSI vT~PERvDELTAICRISI 
LAMBDA=CHI/57 e 2 9 5 7 8  
OMEGA=PS1/57, 2 9 5 7 8  
DELTA=DELTA/57,29 578 
LAM=(  LAMBDA-DELTA ) *57e29578 
OME=I OMEGA -DELTA ) * 5 7 * 2 9 5 7 8  
TANC=SIN( LAMBDA) /COSILAMBOAl 
TANL=SI N(  LAMBDA-DELTA 1 /COS I LAMBDA-DELTA) 
TANP=SI Nf OMEGA 1 /ECS (OMEGA) 
T AND= S I N [O MFG A-DE LT A 1 / C PS ( D MEG A-0 E LTA 1 
T AND=S I M( DELTA 1 /CCS f DELTA 1 
TANO2=SINIDELTA/2e)/COS (DELTAI2- !  
Y4PP= 1 0 00 
YSPP=( -CR+Y4PP81 TANC+l e /TAND) I /  (TANP+1. /TAN05 
X4PP=-C R/ 2 ,+Y 4PP* TANC 
WRITE: f 6 9 5 5 5 )  X4PP rY4PPz X ~ P P V Y ~ P P  
XSPP=CR/2.+YSPP*TANP 
A l l=X4PP-X4 
A 12=Y4PP-SI 
A 22=Y 5P P-S I 
c l=O. 5* I Y4PP**Z+X4PP**2-S I **2-x4* *2 1 
C 2= 0.9 4 Y 5 PP**2 +X 5P P** 2-S I *+2-X 5* * 2 1 
DETERM=Al l * A 2 2 - A l Z * A 2 1  
XP=( 1 . /DETEPM)* (A22*Cl -A12*C2)  
YP=( 1. /DETERM ) * ( - A 2 l * C l + A l l * C 2 1  
W R I T E ( b r 5 5 6 )  
WRfTF ( O r 5 5 7 )  
a 2  i = x  5~ P- x 5  
13 5 
WRITE (49567) 
WR I TE( 6 1 5 5 5 )  
WRITE ( 6  95611 
DO 4 I = l r I T M A X  
TAMLOI I j = S  I N (  4 LAMBDA-OMEGA l *T  # I 11 /COS 4 (LAMBDA-OMEGA )*T ( 1  1 
XCR4 1 $ = f T (  f )*COS# LAMBDA$ +S IN(LAMBDAI*TANLO( 1) 1*CR/ICQS1LAMBDAf 
l + S I N (  LAMSDA)*TANLO( 13 3 -CR/2. 
TANLCO( I )  = S I N  i L A M  BOA-'( L AMBCA-OMEG A 3 *T 4 1 1 B /COS 4 LAMBDA-( LAMBDA- 
lDMEGA)*Tt I ) )  
WRITE (69562) 
W R I T E 4 6 9 5 5 9 1  
XCP=XCR 4 11 /SI 
W R I T € l b r 5 6 0 1  T i  I ?  *XCP.TANLLO(I) 
DETERl=TANtLO( I )-TAN02 
XP l= (  1 -/DETER 11 *? -TAND2* XCR( I f  +TANLLD( I l + (XP-YP*  
Y P l= ( 1 /DETER 1 * t 
XSP=XPl+SQRT( (X4PP-XP1) * *2+(Y4PP-vP1)+*21*SIN(A~AN? dX4PP-XPL)/(Y4P 
1P-YP]. 3 )-DELTA 1 
X5P=X Pl+SORT ( 4 X5 PP-XP1 1 **2 + (Y5  PP-YP l l * *2 )  *S IN? ATAN 4 (XSPP-XP 1) / I  Y5P 
1 P - Y P l ) )  -DELTA) 
X 4 9  S 11 X59  S I 
l T A N 0 2  3 1 - XCR 1 1 3 +X P- Y P+T AND2 1 
6 1  =(X4P-SI*TANL +CR/Zo )/(TANC-TANC 1 
82  =(XSP-SI*TANO -CR/Z.)/(TANP-TANO 1 
B 1 = 6 1 / S I  
B2=62  / S I 
R3=1,00 
X4P= X 4  ? / S I 
x 5P=X 5 P /s  I 
XP 1=XP 1 /s I 
Y P l = Y P l / S I  
CR l=CR/S I  
60T=1  ,/SI 
TAPER 1 =TAPER 
CHDEXT=O, 
IF(82-GEoO-3 GO TO 2 
CHDEXT=CRL*(l .-TAPER1 )+,0001*ITANP-TANO)+TANO-TANL-6l*~TANC-TANL 1 
CRl=CR 1-CHOEXT 
TAPERl=(XS P - X 4 P I / C R l  
62=o0001 
S=2. * (-8l**2* ( TANL-TANC 1 /2*+62**2*( TANO-TANPI /2-+63*( CRZ+B2*I TANL- 2 
1 T ANC 8 -R 2s ( TANO-T A NP 1 +B3 * 4 TANO-T ANL 3 /2 o 1 + I  1.-83 )/2 - * { C R l + B L *  
2 4 T ANL-T ANC t -62 * 4T PNO-T ANP) +63*( TA NO-TANL 8 1 
ARN=4 / S 
136 
WRITE 16 7 5 5 3 )  
WRITE { 6 1’5554) 
WR X TE ( 6 T 5 6  3 1 
hlR I TE 1 6 T 556 8 
WR I T E  ( 6 9 5 6 5 1  
WRITE t 6.5681 
X 4 P 1  X5P 
A R N  v CH 1 9 L A M  T PS I 9 OME t €31 1 82.9 TAP E R l  t CRI 9 80T 
XPL t YP1 
CHOEX f 
4 CONTINUE 
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